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Abstract 
    Transient electromagnetic scattering by a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere is explored 
using three well-known methods: Debye series, Mie serie , and ray tracing theory.  
In the first approach, the general solutions for the impulse and step responses of a 
uniaxial sphere are evaluated using the inverse Laplace transformation of the generalized 
Mie series solution. Following high frequency scattering solution of a large uniaxial 
sphere, the Mie series summation is split into the high frequency (HF) and low frequency 
terms where the HF term is replaced by its asymptotic expression allowing a significant 
reduction in computation time of the numerical Bromwich integral.  
    In the second approach, the generalized Debye seri s for a radially uniaxial dielectric 
sphere is introduced and the Mie series coefficients are replaced by their equivalent 
Debye series formulations. The results are then applied to examine the transient response 
of each individual Debye term allowing the identification of impulse returns in the 
transient response of the uniaxial sphere.  
    In the third approach, the ray tracing theory in a uniaxial sphere is investigated to 
evaluate the propagation path as well as the arrival time of the ordinary and extraordinary 
returns in the transient response of the uniaxial sphere. This is achieved by extracting the 
reflection and transmission angles of a plane wave obliquely incident on the radially 
oriented air-uniaxial and uniaxial-air boundaries, and expressing the phase velocities as 
well as the refractive indices of the ordinary and extraordinary waves in terms of the 
incident angle, optic axis and propagation direction. The results indicate a satisfactory 
agreement between Debye series , Mie series and ray tracing methods. 
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Chapter 1 Prior work 
1.1 Motivation 
 
The transient electromagnetic wave scattering by a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere 
using three well-known methods, the generalized Lorenz-Mie theory, Debye series and 
ray tracing is the subject of this dissertation. The work is motivated by the increasing use 
of ultra-short pulse RADAR technology on target identification and the broad application 
of anisotropic materials in the field of scattering, e.g., cloaking of the targets in which 
RCS reduction became a challenge in recent years. 
The existing frequency domain scattering solutions, while offering numerous applications 
on particle sizing and target identifications, fail to provide a physical interpretation and 
simple explanation of the scattering mechanism especially in the case of anisotropic 
material in which electric permittivity is characterized by a square matrix with the 
elements determined by constitutive relations of the medium. To overcome this difficulty, 
the time domain solution sounds a promising approach where both scattering amplitude 
and phase responses are used to generate the transient electromagnetic scattering 
response by different objects and therefore more information can be extracted using this 
solution. It is known that the transient scattering solution can be derived by either solving 
the problem directly in time domain using numerical techniques, e.g., FDTD or by 
inverse Laplace transformation of the frequency domain solution. This dissertation 
concerns the second approach in which two well-known frequency domain solutions, 
generalized Mie and Debye series, are introduced to investigate the influence of 
uniaxiality on the transient scattering response of various uniaxial dielectric spheres. 
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1.2 Introduction 
 
   The electromagnetic scattering of plane waves by anisotropic and isotropic dielectric 
spheres has been an attractive subject over the past few decades. A rigorous solution for 
scattering from an isotropic sphere was first develop d by Lorenz and Mie in the form of 
an infinite series of partial wave contributions [1]. This is achieved by expressing the 
incident and scattered electromagnetic waves in terms of infinite series of spherical 
Bessel and Hankel functions and extracting the well-known Mie series coefficients by 
deriving the tangential electric and magnetic field components both inside and outside of 
the sphere. Wong and Chen [2] developed a generalizd Mie series scattering solution for 
the anisotropic dielectric sphere by deriving the spherical potential wave functions in a 
radially uniaxial sphere and computing the scattered wave amplitudes in the uniaxial-air 
boundary surface of the sphere. A significant difference between backscattering by the 
uniaxial and isotropic dielectric spheres were repoted in their paper. However, as stated 
in the paper, there is no general rule for scattering by the non-absorbing uniaxial 
dielectric sphere and therefore further work in this area was required. This difficulty is 
partially resolved by introducing other methods e.g., ray tracing Debye series solution. 
By means of the Debye series formulation, the Mie serie  scattering wave amplitudes, bn 
and cn, are decomposed into a series of partial wave contributions that are diffracted, 
reflected and refracted following by P−1 internal reflections in the sphere of Fig. 1.1. 
Lock and Laven used this theory to investigate the contribution of different p-waves on 
the scattering from dielectric and coated dielectric spheres [3]. Investigating each 
individual term of the Debye series can also improve our understanding of complex 
scattering processes e.g., the mechanisms causing the atmospheric optical phenomena 
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such as primary/secondary rainbow, corona and glory, as well as the deformation of 
intricate ripples in the curve associated with bistat c RCS of the dielectric sphere in Fig. 
1.2 [4]. 
   In [5] the calculation of scattering from a water droplet using the Debye series resulted 
the better understanding of light scattering by spherical particles, e.g., the colored rings of 
glories seem to be generated by rays that have been refl cted once within the water drops 
while the bright white central feature is mainly due to higher-order terms. 
 
Fig. 1. 1. A plane wave approaching a uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
   However, there are a number of processes that cannot be examined by Debye series in 
the frequency domain such as the separation of geometrical wave contributions that 
belong to the same term of the Debye series and same cattering angle but travel along 
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different path lengths as shown in Fig. 1.3. These typ s of problems have been solved by 
time domain approach where a short electromagnetic pulse is incident upon the sphere 
and the delay time is measured for each individual reflected ray [6]–[7]. 
   Perhaps the first attempt to calculate the time domain response waveform in the radar 
scattering context was that of Kennaugh who estimated the impulse response of the field 
scattered from a perfectly conducting sphere using a  extremely simple approximation 
[8]–[9]. The first order approximation to the impulse response of a perfectly conducting 
sphere was proposed in his paper using the Rayleigh scattering approximation in the low 
frequency region and the geometric optics solution in the high frequency region. Aly and 
Wong [10] obtained the transient response of a dielectric sphere using a high frequency 
scattering approximation. They have shown that the high frequency asymptotic form of 
the frequency domain representation can be applied beyond a certain point of the contour 
of the inverse Laplace transformation integral which results in a significant reduction of 
computation time. According to the high frequency sattering solution of an isotropic 
sphere, [11], the infinite Mie series summation canbe replaced by a rapidly converging 
contour integral using the modified Watson transformation method. The resulting 
function is then split into the geometric optics and diffracted field contributions. The 
coefficients associated with the geometric optics portion (high frequency solution) are 
replaced by their equivalent Debye series formulation and the results are simplified and 
then computed using the saddle point method. 
   The time domain backscattering by perfectly conducting and dielectric spheres 
illuminated by modulated pulse trains is also investigated by Rheinstein [12]. Using the 
Fourier series method, the scattering of a transient EM wave was estimated and various 
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returns were observed in his solutions. However, his achievements were not fully 
understood due to employing Lorenz-Mie theory which provides no physical 
interpretation of the scattering mechanisms.   
 
Fig. 1. 2. Bistatic RCS of uniaxial dielectric sphere calculated using Mie series, and 	 
 100 [4]. 
 
   To overcome this difficulty, Lock and Laven [6]–[7] estimated the signature of various 
scattering processes from the isotropic dielectric sphere using the time domain Debye 
series formulation. This allows the calculation of only a single term of the Debye series at 
each time rather than the entire Mie series time domain solution which leads to the 
identification of each individual return in the transient scattering response of the 
dielectric sphere.  
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Fig. 1. 3. Pictorial representation of p=1 wave, Shortcut wave 
 
   The time domain scattering solution using Mie and Debye series was also studied for 
various isotropic bodies of revolution. The transiet lectromagnetic wave scattering by 
arbitrarily shaped cylindrical conducting structures for different observation points was 
investigated in [13]. The solution was achieved by introducing an integral equation that 
was numerically computed in the time domain. The method was particularly well suited 
for computing electromagnetic impulse response of finite numbers of cylindrical 
scatterers with arbitrary shaped cross section.  
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   The time domain scattering by a thin dielectric coated sphere and a plate coated with a 
thin dielectric layer is also investigated by Strifo s and Gaunaurd [14]. After deriving the 
frequency domain solution of the dielectric coated sphere, the time domain scattering by 
this object is computed using the inverse discrete Fourier transformation and the results 
are compared with the time domain scattering by the conducting plate coated with the 
same dielectric material. The transient scattering by the coated sphere is also studied by 
Laven and Lock using the Debye series solution [15]. For the fixed core and coating 
radii, the Debye series terms that most strongly contribute to the scattered intensity were 
identified for different angles of observation. This achievement, which was obtained by 
investigating each individual Debye term, offered a good physical interpretation of the 
scattering from dielectric coated sphere. 
   The Mie and Debye theories are successful in describing several certain features of the 
transient EM scattering by isotropic sphere however lack of a simple graphical 
computation to determine the features of impulse returns, e.g., arrival time, travel path, 
velocity, refractive index, etc., indicates that the ray tracing modeling is needed for 
uniaxial dielectric sphere. 
   In the past, ray tracing has been frequently used to describe many complex scattering 
problems. In 1637, Descartes used ray tracing to understand the formation of primary and 
secondary rainbows [1]. Newton subsequently extended th  theory to explain the colors 
of the rainbow. In[4], [6], and [7]the ray tracing along with the Debye series solution is 
applied to compute the arrival time of each individual ray of order p in the transient 
response of the isotropic dielectric sphere and propose a simple description for the 
formation of optical phenomena such as primary and secondary rainbow, glory and 
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corona. Ray tracing is also studied for the anisotropic plane parallel-plates by Simon in 
[16]. This was achieved by computation of the reflection and refraction wave angles in 
the air-anisotropic medium and the possible reflection cases in anisotropic-air boundaries 
reported in [17]. For the most general form of the refraction and reflection in the air-
anisotropic boundary, the readers are encouraged to xpl re [18]–[19]. 
   To improve our understanding of scattering from the anisotropic sphere, the transient 
scattering by the uniaxial sphere using both Mie and Debye series along with ray tracing 
is investigated in this dissertation. 
   In Chapter 2, the Maxwell equations in a radially uniaxial medium are introduced and 
the scalar potential wave equations representing TE and TM waves are evaluated. The 
vector potentials A and F both inside and outside of a uniaxial sphere are also derived in 
this chapter and the general formulations for the scattering and traveling wave amplitudes 
are obtained. 
   In Chapter 3, in addition to exploring the bistatic Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a 
uniaxial dielectric sphere using Lorenz-Mie theory, the generalized Debye series for a 
radially uniaxial sphere is introduced. It is shown that the generalized Mie series 
coefficients bn and cn are the decomposition of a series of partial wave contributions that 
are diffracted, reflected and refracted following by p-1 internal reflections in the sphere. 
The monostatic and bistatic RCS are then examined for each term of the Debye series, 
and compared with those of computed in isotropic case.  
   In Chapter 4, the Watson transformation method is br efly studied and it is used to 
transform the slowly converging Mie series summation into a rapidly converging contour 
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integral. Applying the Debye’s asymptotic formula for alternative spherical Hankel 
functions, the problem reduces to a form that can be computed using the saddle point 
method. An approximate formula for high frequency backscattering from the uniaxial 
dielectric sphere is proposed and the results are compared with those computed using the 
Lorenz-Mie theory.   
   In Chapter 5, the impulse and step responses of a radially uniaxial sphere are calculated 
using the inverse Laplace transformation and the Miseries-asymptotic combination 
method. The time domain Debye series is also introduce  to evaluate the impulse 
response of each individual term of the Debye serie.  
   In Chapter 6, the ray tracing is introduced in a uniaxial dielectric sphere. The 
generalized Snell’s laws for air-uniaxial and uniaxial-air boundaries of the sphere are 
briefly studied and the general formulations for velocity and refractive indices of ordinary 
and extraordinary waves are derived. The ray tracing for ordinary and extraordinary wave 
returns of order p=1–2 are also investigated and the results are applied to obtain the 
general formulations for computing the arrival times of extraordinary and ordinary waves 
in the uniaxial sphere. The results are validated by satisfactory agreement between Mie, 
Debye and ray tracing methods. 
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Chapter 2   Electromagnetic scattering by a radially uniaxial sphere 
 
2.1   Introduction 
 
   Electromagnetic plane wave scattering by a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere is studied 
in this chapter. Starting from the Maxwell equations, the general solutions for TEr and 
TMr scalar potentials in an unbounded radially uniaxial medium are evaluated and the 
electric and magnetic field components are expressed in terms of alternative spherical 
Bessel and Hankel functions, similar to the isotropic case, but with the order of functions 
determined by the anisotropic ratio ( 
 ). Proceeding with the solution for a uniaxial 
dielectric sphere immersed in an unbounded air region, the electric and magnetic vector 
potentials both inside and outside of the sphere are derived, and the tangential electric 
and magnetic field components are computed. After applying the boundary conditions on 
the interface of the uniaxial sphere, the scattering a d traveling wave amplitudes are 
extracted and the results are compared with those cmputed for the isotropic sphere. 
   This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2 the constitutive relations for a 
radially uniaxial medium are substituted into the source free Maxwell equations and the 
scalar potential wave equations for TE and TM waves ar  obtained. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 
propose the general solutions for the scalar potential wave equations using the separation 
of variables method. In Section 2.5, the vector potentials A and F are calculated and the 
results are applied to compute the E and H field components. In Section 2.6, the vector 
potentials A and F both inside and outside of a uniaxial sphere are de ived and the general 
formulas for the scattering and traveling wave amplitudes are extracted. 
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2.2   The derivation of Maxwell equations in a radially uniaxial medium 
 
   Consider a radially uniaxial medium characterized by the constitutive relations  
  
    ! 
(2-1) 
 " 
 #$ 
(2-2) 
where  is the permittivity tensor given by  
  
  %& 0 00 ' 00 0 '( (2-3) 
and #  and   are, respectively, the permeability and permittivity of free space. The 
source-free Maxwell equations are  
 ) *  
 +,-" 
(2-4) 
 ) * $ 
 ,-. 
(2-5) 
   Substitution of (2-1) into (2-4) and (2-2) into (2-5) give  
 ) * ./  ! 
 +,-" 
(2-6) 
 ) * " 
 ,-#. 
(2-7) 
2.2.1   A TM solution of Maxwell equations in a radially uniaxial medium 
 
   In a source free region, the magnetic flux density i  solenoidal and can be represented 
as the curl of the vector potential A. Therefore 
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 "01 
 ) * 2 
(2-8) 
Substituting (2-8) into (2-6) and (2-7), we obtain the following 
 ) * 3./  01! 4 ,-25 
 6. (2-9) 
and 
 01 
 1,-# ) * ) * 2 (2-10) 
   Equation (2-9) implies that  
  ./  01! 4 ,-2 
 +)701 (2-11) 
where 701 is an arbitrary scalar function of , , and 7. Multiplication of (2-11) by  
gives  
 01 4 ,-  2 
 +  )701!. (2-12) 
   Substitution of (2-10) into (2-12) yields  
 ) * ) * 2 4 ,-#  )701! + 8/  2 
 6 (2-13) 
where 8 
 -8#. Let  
 2 
 :;01. (2-14) 
   Using vector identities in [20], it can be shown that  
 ) * ) * :;01! 
 :;+ 18 <8=>!<8  (2-15) 
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+ 18 ?	@  <=>!< + 18 sin8  <8=>!<78 ! 4 D E1 <8=>!<< F
4 7D E 1 sin  <8=>!<7< F 
with 2 given by (2-14), and after use of (2-3), (2-15) and (2-16), the -, -, and 7-
components of (2-13) are the respective equations 
 
+ 18 <8=>!<8 + 18 tan  <=>!< + 18 sin8  <8=>!<78 + 8&01
4 ,-#& <7=>< 
 0 
(2-17) 
 
1 <8=>!<< 4 ,-#' E1 <7=>< F 
 0 (2-18) 
 
1 sin  <8=>!<7< 4 ,-#' E 1 sin  <7=><7 F 
 0. (2-19) 
   Equations (2-18) and (2-19) will be satisfied if  
 701 
 + 1,-#' <
=>!< . (2-20) 
   Substitution of the partial derivative with respct to  of (2-20) into (2-17) leads to 
 )701I! 
 :; <7=>< 4 D E1 <7=>< F 4 7D E 1 JK@  <7=><7 F. (2-16) 
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+ 18 <8=>!<8 + 18 tan  <=>!< + 18 sin8  <8=>!<78
+ L&'M <
8<8 01! + 8&01 
 0. 
(2-21) 
   Equation (2-21) can be expressed as  
 
+ 18 <8=><8 4 18 sin8  <=>< 4 18 sin8  <8=><78 4 L&'M 1 <
8<8 01!
4 8&01! 
 0. 
(2-22) 
   Knowing that tan  
 NOP 'QRP ' , one can observe in (2-22) that 
 
<8=><8 4 1tan  <=>< 
 1sin  << Esin  <=>< F. (2-23) 
 
<8<8 01! 
 1 << E8 <=>< F. (2-24) 
   Substitution of (2-23) and (2-24) into (2-22) gives, after deletion of the factor of +,  
 
L&'M 18 << E8 <
=>< F 4 18 sin  << Esin  <=>< F 4 18 sin8  <8=><78
4 8&01 
 0. 
 
(2-25) 
   Equation (2-25) is the wave equation for => and recast as  
 L&'M 18 << E8 <
=>< F 4 )S801 4 8&01 
 0 (2-26) 
where  
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 )S801 
 18 sin  << Esin  <=>< F 4 18 sin8  <8=><78 . (2-27) 
   Equation (2-27) can also be rewritten as  
 )S801 
 )801 + 18 << E8 <=>< F (2-28) 
where, from the last of (A-12) in [21],  
 
)801 
 18 << E8 <=>< F 4 18 sin  << Esin  <=>< F
4 18 sin8  <8=><78 . 
 
(2-29) 
2.2.2   A TE solution of Maxwell equations subject to the constitutive 
relations 
 
   In a source free region, the electric flux density is solenoidal and can be represented as 
the curl of the vector potential F. Therefore  
 0T 
 +) * U (2-30) 
 "0T 
 1,- ) * ./  ) * U! (2-31) 
substituting (2-30) into (2-6) and (2-7), we obtain the following solution to  (2-6) and   
(2-7)  
 ) * "0T 4 ,-#U! 
 6. (2-32) 
   Equation (2-32) implies that  
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 "0T 4 ,-#U 
 +#)70T (2-33) 
where 70T is an arbitrary scalar function of , , and 7. Use of (2-33) in (2-31) gives  
 ) * ./  ) * U! 4 ,-#)70T + 8 U 
 6. (2-34) 
   Let  
 U 
 :;0T. (2-35) 
   Substitution of (2-35) into (2-34) gives  
 ) * V./  ) * :;0T!W 4 ,-#)70T + 8 :;0T 
 6. (2-36) 
   From the third of (A-12) in [21],  
 ) * :;0T! 
 D 1 sin  <<7 0T! + 7D 1 << 0T! (2-37) 
which reduces to  
 ) * :;0T! 
 D 1sin  <=X<7 + 7D <=X< . (2-38) 
   Multiplying (2-38) by ./ where  is given by (2-3), we obtain  
 ./  V) * :;0T!W 
 D 1' sin  <
=X<7 + 7D 1' <
=X< . (2-39) 
   Using the third of (A-12) in [21] to evaluate the curl of (2-39), we obtain  
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) * L./  V) * :;0T!WM 
 :; 1' sin  
. Y+ << Esin  <=X< F + <<7 E 1sin  <=X<7 FZ 4 D 1' << E <
=X< F
4 7D 1' << E sin  <
=X<7 F. 
 
 
 
(2-40) 
   Equation (2-16) with 701 replaced by 70T is  
 )70T 
 :; <7=X< 4 D E1 <7=X< F 4 7D E 1 sin  <7=X<7 F. (2-41) 
   The  -,  -, and 7 -components of (2-36) are, after use of (2-40) and (2-41), the 
respective equations  
 
+ 1' sin  Y << Esin  <
=X< F 4 <<7 E 1sin  <=X<7 FZ 4 ,-# <7=X<
+ 80T 
 0 
(2-42) 
 
1' << E <
=X< F 4 ,-# L1M <7=X< 
 0 (2-43) 
 
1' << E sin  <
=X<7 F 4 ,-# L 1 sin M <7=X<7 
 0. (2-44) 
   Equations (2-42)–(2-44) are rewritten as  
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+ ' E 18 sin  << Esin  <
=X< F 4 18 sin8  <8=X<78 + ,-#' <7=X<
4 8'0TF 
 0 
 
(2-45) 
 
1' << L << 0T! 4 ,-#'70TM 
 0 (2-46) 
 
1' sin  <<7 L << 0T! 4 ,-#'70TM 
 0. (2-47) 
   Equations (2-46) and (2-47) will be satisfied if  
 ,-#'70T 
 + << 0T!. (2-48) 
   Discarding the factor of + &[ in (2-45) and then substituting the partial derivative with 
respect to  of (2-48) into the resulting equation, we obtain  
 
1 <8<8 0T! 4 18 sin  << Esin  <=X< F 
4 18 sin8  <8=X<78 4 8'0T 
 0. 
(2-49) 
   Modifying (2-24) by replacing 01 by 0T and then substituting the modified (2-24) 
into (2-49), we obtain  
 
18 << E8 <=X< F 4 18 sin  << Esin  <=X< F 4 18 sin8  <8=X<78
4 8'0T 
 0. 
(2-50) 
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   Equation (2-50) is the wave equation for 0T.  
2.3   A general solution for \]^ using the method of separation of variables 
 
   By introducing the electric anisotropy ratio  
  
 '&  (2-51) 
(2-25) can be written as  
 
1!8 << E8 <=>< F 4 18 sin  << Esin  <=>< F 4 18 sin8  <8=><78
4 8&01 
 0. 
 
(2-52) 
   Substituting  
 01 
 !_!Φ7! (2-53) 
into (2-52) and dividing the resulting equation by _Φ, we obtain [[21], Section 6-1]  
 
1!8 aa L8 aa M 4 18 sin  b_ aa Lsin  ba_a M 4 18 sin8  bc a8ca78
4 8& 
 0. 
 
(2-54) 
   Multiplying (2-54) by 8 sin8 , we obtain  
 
sin8 ! aa L8 aa M 4 sin _ aa Lsin  ba_a M 4 1c a8ca78 4 8&8 sin8  
 0. (2-55) 
   In (2-55), 
/d e
fdegf has to be a constant. Let  
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1c a8ca78 
 +h8. (2-56) 
   Multiplying (2-56) by Φ, we obtain  
 
a8ca78 4 h8Φ 
 0. (2-57) 
   Substituting (2-56) into (2-55) and then dividing the resulting equation by sin8 , gives  
 
1! aa L8 aa M 4 1_ sin  b aa Lsin  ba_a M + h8sin8  4 8&8 
 0. (2-58) 
   Seeking to derive the associated Legendre equation, [[21], Appendix E] we let  
 
1_ sin  aa Lsin  ba_a M + h8sin8  
 +@@ 4 1!. (2-59) 
   Multiplying (2-59) by _, we obtain the associated Legendre equation which is [[21], 
Appendix E]  
 
1sin  aa Lsin  a_a M 4 E@@ 4 1! + h8sin8 F _ 
 0. (2-60) 
   Substituting (2-59) into (2-58) yields 
 
1! aa L8 aa M + @@ 4 1! 4 8&8 
 0. (2-61) 
   The product of (2-61) with ! is  
 
aa L8 a!a M 4 AR!8&8 + @@ 4 1!AR!!! 
 0. (2-62) 
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   Substituting (2-51) for the first (AR) in (2-62) gives  
 
aa L8 a!a M 4 8'8 + @@ 4 1!AR!!! 
 0. (2-63) 
   Substitution of  
  
 kl' (2-64) 
into (2-63) obtains  
 
aak Lk8 a!ak M 4 k8 + @@ 4 1!AR!!! 
 0 (2-65) 
where  is given by (2-64). If AR
 1, then (2-65) would be the differential equation for 
the spherical Bessel functions of argument k  and of order @  [[24], Formula 
10.1.1].Therefore, if AR
 1, a solution of (2-65) would be  
 ! 
 ,ml' b! (2-66) 
where ,m is the spherical Bessel of the first kind. If  n 1, then there is a new variable o 
that satisfies  
 @@ 4 1!! 
 oo 4 1!. (2-67) 
   Equation (2-67) is rewritten as  
 Lo 4 12M
8 
 14 4 @@ 4 1!!. (2-68) 
   Taking the square root of both sides of (2-68), we have  
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 o 
 + 12 q r@@ 4 1!! 4 14. (2-69) 
   Choosing the positive square root in (2-69) so that, o is positive when @ is positive, we 
obtain  
 o 
 + 12 4 r@@ 4 1!! 4 14. (2-70) 
   Substitution of (2-67) into (2-64) gives  
 
aak Lk8 aakM 4 k8 + oo 4 1!! 
 0. (2-71) 
   Since (2-71) is (2-65) with (AR) replaced by 1 and @ replaced by o, it follows that a 
solution of (2-71) is obtained by replacing @  in the solution (2-66) of (2-65) by o . 
Therefore, a solution of (2-71) is  
  
 ,sl' b! (2-72) 
2.4   The wave functions \]^ and \]t 
 
   Using the results obtained in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the general solutions for both scalar 
potentials 01 and 0T are proposed in this section. 
2.4.1   The wave function \uv 
In Section 2.2.1, 01 was shown to satisfy (2-25) 
(2-25), which repeated here, is  
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L&'M 18 << E8 <
=>< F 4 18 sin  << Esin  <=>< F 4 18 sin8  <8=><78
4 8&01 
 0. 
 
(2-73) 
   From the development (2-52)–(2-72), it is evident that general solutions of (2-73) for 
01 are 3w,x5ym01I!  given by  
 3w,x5ym01I! 
 zsI!l' b!{mycos !3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5 (2-74) 
where o is given by (2-70), zs/! 
 ,s , zs8! 
 ~s , zs! 
 s/! , and zs! 
 s8!. Here, ,s 
and ~s  are, respectively, the spherical Bessel functions f the first and second kinds, 
s/! 
 ,s 4 ,~s  and s8! 
 ,s + ,~s . For K 
 1,2,3,4! , the spherical Bessel function 
zsI!k! is given by [[22], (D-20)]  
 zsI!k! 
  2k bs//8I! k! (2-75) 
where m/! 
 m, 8! 
 m, ! 
 _m/!, and m! 
 _m8! and m is the cylindrical Bessel 
function of the first kind of order @, m is the cylindrical Bessel function of the second 
kind, _m/! 
 m 4 ,m , and _m8! 
 m + ,m . Also, 33{my, @ 
 0,1,2, … 5, h  @5  are the 
associated Legendre polynomials. In (2-74), the subscript 3e, o5  stands for either the 
subscript e or the subscript o. The 7-dependence of wym01I!  is cos  h7!  and the 7 -
dependence of xym01I! is sin  h7!. The most general TM wave function is 01 given by  
 01 
 #  V	wym01I!wym01I! 4 	xym01I!xym01I!Wy,m

I/  (2-76) 
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where 	wym01I! and 	xym01I! are arbitrary complex constants and wym01I! and xym01I! are given 
by (2-74). The factor # was put in (2-76) because 2 of (2-14) should be proportional to 
#.  
2.4.2   The wave function \]t 
 
   The wave function 0T  satisfies (2-50) which is similar to (2-52) Repeating the 
development of (2-52)–(2-72), starting from (2-50) instead of (2-52), we observe that the 
equations for _! and Φ7! are the same as those obtained starting from (2-52) but that 
the equation for ! is the equation for the spherical Bessel functions f argument 
l' b! and order @. Therefore, we obtain  
 3w,x5ym0TI! 
 zmI!l' b!{mycos !3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5 (2-77) 
where zm/! 
 ,m , zm8! 
 ~m , zm! 
 m/! , and zm! 
 m8! . Here, ,m  and ~m  are, 
respectively, the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, m/! 
 ,m 4 ,~m 
and m8! 
 ,m + ,~m . Also, 33{my, @ 
 0,1,2, … 5, h  @5  are the associated Legendre 
polynomials. In (2-77), the subscript 3e, o5  stands for either the subscript e or the 
subscript o. The 7-dependence of wym0TI! is cos  h7! and the 7-dependence of xym0TI! is 
sin  h7!. The most general TE wave function is 0T given by  
 0T 
 '  V	wym0TI!wym0TI! 4 	xym0TI!xym0TI!Wy,m

I/  (2-78) 
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where 	wym0TI! and 	xym0TI! are arbitrary complex constants and wym0TI! and xym0TI! are given 
by (2-77). The factor ' was put in (2-78) because U of (2-35) should be proportional 
to '.  
2.5   The calculation of the E and H field components of the TE and TM 
waves using the vector potentials A and F  
 
   Using the derived scalar potentials 01 and 0T in the sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, the 
electric and magnetic field components corresponding to TE and TM waves ar  derived 
in this section. 
2.5.1   The TM field components 
 
   Substitution of (2-14) into (2-8) and (2-10) gives  
 "01 
 ) * :;&! (2-79) 
 01 
 1,-# ) * ) * :;&! (2-80) 
 & 
 01. (2-81) 
   Expressions are needed for the vectors on the rig t-hand sides of (2-79) and (2-80). If 2 
was a general vector function given by  
 2 
 :;& 4 D' 4 7Dg, (2-82) 
then [[21], (A-12)]  
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) * 2 
 :; 1 sin   << g sin  + <'<7  4 D 1  1sin  <&<7 + << g
4 7D 1  << '! + <&< . 
 
(2-83) 
   With 2 
 :;&, (2-83) reduces to  
 ) * :;&! 
 D L 1 sin  <&<7 M + 7D L1 <&< M. (2-84) 
   Evaluating ) * ) * :;&! by first substituting (2-84) for ) * :;&! and then using  
(2-83) to do the outside curl operation in ) * ) * :;&!, we obtain  
 
) * ) * :;&! 
 :; /& NOP '  ' V+ Im '& ' W + g V /& NOP ' g W 4
D /& + & V+ ' W 4 7D /&  & V /NOP ' g W  
 
(2-85) 
which reduces to  
 
) * ) * :;&! 
 :; 18 JK@  + << Lsin  <&< M + 1sin  <8&<78  
4D 1 <8&<< 4 7D 1 sin  <8&<<7. 
 
 
(2-86) 
   Equation (2-86) is equivalent to  
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) * ) * :;&!

 :; + 18 <8&<8 + 18 tan  <&< + 18 sin8  <8&<78 
4 D E1 <8&<<F 4 7D E 1 sin  <8&<7<F. 
(2-87) 
   In retrospect, the present derivation of (2-87) is hardly necessary because (2-87) is 
easier to obtain by replacing 01 in (2-15) by &. The term in the square brackets in (2-
87) needs to be simplified. Using (2-81) to replace 01 in (2-21) by &, we obtain  
 + 18 <8&<8 + 18 tan  <&< + 18 sin8  <8&<78 
 L&'M <
8&<8 4 8&& . (2-88) 
   Substitution of (2-88) into (2-87) gives  
 
) * ) * :;& 
 :; YL&'M <
8&<8 4 8&&Z 4 D E1 <8&<<F
4 7D E 1 sin  <8&<7<F. 
 
(2-89) 
   Substitution of (2-84) into (2-79) and substitution of (2-89) into (2-80) give  
 
"01 
 D L 1 sin  <&<7 M + 7D L1 <&< M 
 
(2-90) 
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01 
 1,-# 3:; YL&'M <
8&<8 4 8&&Z 4 D E1 <8&<<F
4 7D E 1 sin  <8&<7<F5 
 
(2-91) 
where & is obtained by (2-81) and 01 is given by (2-76) where 3w,x5ym01I!  is given by (2-
74). Detailed expressions for "01 and 01 are obtained by expanding & in (2-90) and  
(2-91). Substitution of (2-76) into (2-81) gives  
 & 
 #  V	wym01I!&,wymI! 4 	xym01I!&,xymI! Wy,m

I/  (2-92) 
where  
 &,3w,x5ymI! 
 3w,x5ym01I!  (2-93) 
and the subscript 3e, o5 stands for either e or o. Substitution of (2-74) into (2-93) gives  
 &,3w,x5ymI! 
 1l' DsI!l' b!{mycos !3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5 (2-94) 
where DsI!k! is the alternative spherical Bessel function given by [[21], (6-23)] 
 DsI!k! 
 kzsI!k! (2-95) 
where zsI! is the spherical Bessel function given by (2-75). Substitution of (2-75) into   
(2-95) gives  
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DsI!k! 
 k2 bs//8I! k! (2-96) 
where s//8I! k! is the cylindrical Bessel function described in the sentence that contains 
(2-75). Substitution of (2-92) into (2-90) and (2-91) gives  
 
"01 
 #  3y,m

I/ 	wym01I! YD
1 JK@  <&,ym
I!
<7 + 7D 1 <&,ym
I!
< Z
4 	xym01I! YD 1 JK@  <&,ym
I!
<7 + 7D 1 <&,ym
I!
< Z5 
 
(2-97) 
 
01 
 1,-  3y,m

I/ 	wym01I!:; L
&'M <
8&,ymI!<8 4 8&&,wymI! 
4 D Y1 <8&,ym
I!
<< Z 4 7D Y 1 sin  <8&,ym
I!
<7< Z!
4 	xym01I!:; L&'M <
8&,ymI!<8 4 8&&,xymI! 
4 D Y1 <8&,ym
I!
<< Z 4 7D Y 1 sin  <8&,ym
I!
<7< Z!5. 
 
 
 
 
 
(2-98) 
   Seeking to simplify the coefficients of :; in (2-98), we go back to (2-53) where 3w,x5ym01I!  
could be !_!Φ7!. Multiplying (2-61) by 3w,x5ym01I!  and using (2-51), we obtain 
 L&'M << Y8 <3,5ym
=>I!
< Z 4 8&83w,x5ym01I! 
 @@ 4 1!3w,x5ym01I!  (2-99) 
   Replacing 01 in (2-24) by 3w,x5ym01I! , we obtain 
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<< Y8 3,5ym
=>I!
< Z 
  <8<8 V3w,x5ym01I! W. (2-100) 
   Substituting (2-100) into (2-99) and then dividing the resulting equation by , we obtain  
 L&'M <
8&,3,5ymI!<8 4 8&&,3w,x5ymI! 
 @@ 4 1!8 &,3w,x5ymI!  (2-101) 
where &,3w,x5ymI!  is given by (2-93). Substitution of (2-101) into (2-98) gives  
 
01 
 1,-  3y,m

I/ 	wym01I!:; L
@@ 4 1!8 &,wymI! M 4 D Y1 <8&,ym
I!
<< Z 
47D Y 1 JK@  <8&,ym
I!
<7< Z! 4 	xym01I!:; L@@ 4 1!8 &,xymI! M
4 D Y1 <8&,ym
I!
<< Z 4 7D Y 1 JK@  <8&,ym
I!
<7< Z!5. 
 
 
 
(2-102) 
   Using (2-2) and (2-1), respectively, 01 and t01 can be written as 
 $01 
 1# "01 (2-103) 
  01 
 1  ./  01!. (2-104) 
   Equation (2-102) is recast as  
 01 
 :;&,w01 4 &,x01 4 D',w01 4 ',x01 4 7Dg,w01 4 g,x01 (2-105) 
where  
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 &,3w,x501 
 1,-   L	3w,x5ym01I! @@ 4 1!8 &,3w,x5ymI! My,m

I/  (2-106) 
 ',3w,x501 
 1,-   Y	3w,x5ym01I! 1 <
8&,3,5ymI!<< Zy,m

I/  (2-107) 
 g,3w,x501 
 1,-   Y	3w,x5ym01I! 1 sin  <
8&,3,5ymI!<7< Zy,m

I/ . (2-108) 
   Use of (2-51) in (2-67) gives  
 @@ 4 1! 
 oo 4 1!&' . (2-109) 
   Substituting (2-109) into (2-106), we obtain the following alternative expression for 
&,3w,x501 .  
 &,3w,x501 
 1,-   L	3w,x5ym01I! oo 4 1!&8' &,3w,x5ymI! My,m

I/ . (2-110) 
   Substitution of (2-97) into (2-103) gives  
 
$01 
  3y,m

I/ 	wym01I! YD
1 JK@  <&,ym
I!
<7 + 7D 1 <&,ym
I!
< Z
4 	xym01I! YD 1 JK@  <&,ym
I!
<7 + 7D 1 <&,ym
I!
< Z5. 
 
 
(2-111) 
   Substituting (2-93) into (2-111) gives  
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 $01 
   	3w,x5ym01I! YD 1sin  <3,5ym
=>I!
<7 + 7D <3,5ym
=>I!
< Zw,x,y,m

I/  (2-112) 
where inclusion of ∑w,x  has allowed the separate even and odd expressions in (2-111) 
to be written as one expression. Substitution of (2-74) into (2-112) gives  
 $01 
   V	3w,x5ym01I! v3w,x5ymI! , o!Ww,x,y,m

I/  (2-113) 
where  
 
v3w,x5ymI! , o! 
 zsI!!D hJK@  {mycos ! 
. 3+ sin  h7!, cos  h7!5 + 7D a{my ¡J !a 3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5! 
 
(2-114) 
where  
  
 l' (2-115) 
and, using (2-51) in (2-70),  
 o 
 + 12 4 r@@ 4 1!'& 4 14b. (2-116) 
   Using the identity  
 +	 4 lz 4 	8 
 +	 4 √z 4 	8	 4 √z 4 	8	 4 √z 4 	8 
 z	 4 √z 4 	8b, (2-117) 
(2-116) is expressed as  
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o 
 @@ 4 1!'& E12 4 @@ 4 1!'& 4 14F
b. 
(2-118) 
   The right-hand side of (2-118) is less susceptible to roundoff error than the right-hand 
side of (2-116). Substituting (2-3) and (2-105) into (2-104) and then doing the indicated 
scalar multiplication, we obtain  
  01 
 1 E:; &,
=> 4 &,=>& 4 D ',
=> 4 ',=>' 4 7D g,
=> 4 g,=>' F. (2-119) 
   Substitution of (2-110), (2-107), and (2-108) into (2-119) gives  
 
 01 
 1,-'   3w,x,y,m

I/ 	3w,x5ym01I! :;
oo 4 1!8 &,3w,x5ymI!
4 D 1 <
8&,3,5ymI!<< 4 7D 1 JK@  <
8&,3,5ymI!<7< !5 
(2-120) 
where inclusion of ∑w,x  has allowed each pair even and odd expressions in (2-119) to 
be written as one expression. Substitution of (2-93) into (2-120) gives  
 
 01 
 1,-'   3w,x,y,m

I/ 	3w,x5ym01I! :;
oo 4 1! 3w,x5ym01I!
4 D 1 <8<< V3w,x5ym01I! W 4 7D 1 JK@  <8<7< V3w,x5ym01I! W!5. 
(2-121) 
   Substitution of (2-74) into (2-121) gives, after use of (2-115),  
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  01 
 +,r #'   V	3w,x5ym01I! £3w,x5ymI! , o!Ww,x,y,m

I/  (2-122) 
where  
 
£3w,x5ymI! , o! 
 :; oo 4 1! zsI!!{mycos !3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5
4 1 aa VzsI!!WD a{mycos !a 3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5
4 7D hsin  {mycos !3+ sin  h7!, cos  h7!5!. 
(2-123) 
2.5.2   The TE field of the vector potential F 
 
   Substitution of  (2-35)into (2-30) and (2-31) gives  
 0T 
 +) * :;¤&! (2-124) 
 "0T 
 1,- ) * ./  ) * :;¤&!! (2-125) 
where  
 ¤& 
 0T. (2-126) 
   Expressions are needed for the vectors on the right-hand sides of (2-124) and (2-125). 
Replacing & by ¤& in (2-84), we obtain  
 ) * :;¤&! 
 D L 1 JK@  <¤&<7M + 7D L1 <¤&< M. (2-127) 
With  given by (2-3) and with ) * :;¤&! given by (2-127), 
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 ./  ) * :;¤&!! 
 D L 1' sin  <¤&<7M + 7D L 1' <¤&< M. (2-128) 
   Since the right-hand side of (2-128) is the product of 1/' with the right-hand side of 
(2-84) with &  replaced by ¤& , it follows that ) * V./  ) * :;¤&!W is given by the 
product of 1/'! with the right-hand side of (2-87) with & replaced by ¤& as follows 
 
) * V./  ) * :;¤&!W

 :; L 1'M + 18 <
8¤&<8 + 18 tan  <¤&< + 18 sin8  <8¤&<78 
4 D E 1' <
8¤&<<F 4 7D E 1' sin  <
8¤&<7<F. 
(2-129) 
   The term in the square brackets in (2-129) needs to be simplified. In (2-49),  
 
<< Esin  <=X< F 
 cos  <=X< 4 sin  <8=X<8 . (2-130) 
   Substitution of (2-130) into (2-49) gives  
 
1 <8<8 0T! 4 18 tan  <=X< 4 18 <8=X<8 4 18 sin8  <8=X<78
4 8'0T 
 0. 
(2-131) 
   Multiplying (2-131) by  and then rearranging terms, we obtain  
 + 18 <8¤&<8 + 18 tan  <¤&< + 18 sin8  <8¤&<78 
 <8¤&<8 4 8'¤& (2-132) 
where ¤& is given by (2-126). Substitution of (2-132) into (2-129) gives  
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) * V./  ) * :;¤&!W

 :; L 1'M E<
8¤&<8 4 8'¤&F 4 D E 1' <
8¤&<<F
4 7D E 1' sin  <
8¤&<7<F. 
(2-133) 
   Substitution of (2-127) into (2-124) and substitution of (2-133) into (2-125) give  
 0T 
 +D L 1 JK@  <¤&<7M 4 7D L1 <¤&< M (2-134) 
 "0T 
 1,-' 3:; E<
8¤&<8 4 8'¤&F 4 D E1 <8¤&<<F 4 7D E 1 sin  <8¤&<7<F5 (2-135) 
where ¤& is given by (2-126) and 0T is obtained by (2-78) where 3w,x5ym0TI!  is given by 
(2-77).  
   Detailed expressions for 0T and "0T are now obtained by expanding ¤& in (2-134) and 
(2-135). Substitution of (2-78) into (2-126) gives  
 ¤& 
 '  V	wym0TI!¤&,wymI! 4 	xym0TI!¤&,xymI! Wy,m

I/  (2-136) 
where  
 ¤&,3w,x5ymI! 
 3w,x5ym0TI!  (2-137) 
where the subscript 3e,o5 stands for either e or o. Either e is chosen on both sides of      
(2-137) or o is chosen on both sides of (2-137). Substitution of (2-77) into (2-137) gives  
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 ¤&,3w,x5ymI! 
 1l' DmI!l'!{mycos !3cos  h7!, sin  h7!5 (2-138) 
where DmI! is the alternative Bessel function given by [(2-21), (6-23)]  
 DmI!k! 
 kzmI!k! (2-139) 
where zmI! is the spherical Bessel function given by [(2-21), (D-20)]  
 zmI!k! 
  2k m//8I! k! (2-140) 
and mI!k! is the cylindrical Bessel function described in (2-75). Substitution of (2-140) 
into (2-139) gives  
 DmI!k! 
 k2 bm//8I! k!. (2-141) 
   Substitution of (2-136) into (2-134) and (2-135) yields 
 
0T 
 '  3y,m

I/ 	wym0TI! +D Y
1 sin  <¤&,ym
I!
<7 Z 4 7D Y1 <¤&,ym
I!
< Z
4 	xym0TI! +D Y 1 sin  <¤&,ym
I!
<7 Z 4 7D Y1 <¤&,ym
I!
< Z5 
 
 
(2-142) 
 "0T 
 /¥¦ ∑ ∑ 3y,mI/ 	wym0TI!:; Lf§,¨©ª«!&f 4 8'¤&,wymI! M 4 D L/& f§,¨©ª«!&' M 4
7D L /& Im ' f§,¨©ª«!g& M! 4 	xym0TI!:; Lf§,¬©ª«!&f 4 8'¤&,xymI! M 4 D L/& f§,¬©ª«!&' M 4
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7D L /& Im ' f§,¬©ª«!g& M!5.  (2-143) 
   The coefficients of :; in (2-143) need to be simplified. When the development (2-52)–
(2-72) was repeated, starting from (2-50) for the TE case, we obtained, instead of (2-61), 
 
1 << L8 aa M + @@ 4 1! 4 8'8 
 0. (2-144) 
   Multiplying (2-24) by 3w,x5ym0TI! , we obtain  
 
<< Y8 <3,ym
=XI!
< Z 4 8'83w,x5ym0TI! 
 @@ 4 1!3w,x5ym0TI! . (2-145) 
   Replacing 01 in (2-144) by 3w,x5ym0TI! , we obtain  
 
<8< Y8 <3,5ym
=XI!
< Z 
  <8<8 V3w,x5ym0TI! W. (2-146) 
   Substituting (2-146) into (2-145) and then dividing the resulting equation by , we 
obtain  
 
<8¤&,3,5ymI!<8 4 8'¤&,3w,x5ymI! 
 @@ 4 1!8 ¤&,3w,x5ymI!  (2-147) 
where ¤&,3w,x5ymI!  is given by (2-137). Substitution of (2-147) into (2-143) gives  
 "0T 
 1,-  3y,m

I/ 	wym0TI!:; L
@@ 4 1!8 ¤&,wymI! M (2-148) 
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4D Y1 <8¤&,ym
I!
<< Z 4 7D Y 1 sin  <8¤&,ym
I!
<7< Z! 4 	xym0TI!:; L@@ 4 1!8 ¤&,xymI! M
4 D Y1 <8¤&,ym
I!
<< Z 4 7D Y 1 sin  <8¤&,ym
I!
<7< Z!5. 
   Using (2-2) and (2-1), respectively, 0T and t0T can now be calculated by 
 $0T 
 1# "0T (2-149) 
  0T 
 ./  0T!. (2-150) 
   Equation (2-142) is recast as  
 0T 
 D',w0T 4 ',x0T  4 7Dg,w0T 4 g,x0T  (2-151) 
where  
 ',3w,x50T 
 '   Y	3w,x5ym0TI! +1 sin  <¤&,3,5ym
I!
<7 Zy,m

I/  (2-152) 
 g,3w,x50T 
 '   Y	3w,x5ym0TI! 1 <¤&,3,5ym
I!
< Zy,m

I/ . (2-153) 
   Substitution of (2-148) into (2-149) gives  
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_]t 
 1,-#  3y,m

I/ 	wym0TI!:; L
@@ 4 1!8 ¤&,wymI! M 4 D Y1 <8¤&,ym
I!
<< Z
4 7D Y 1 sin  <8¤&,ym
I!
<7< Z! 4 	xym0TI!:; L@@ 4 1!8 ¤&,xymI! M
4 D Y1 <8¤&,ym
I!
<< Z 4 7D Y 1 sin  <8¤&,ym
I!
<7< Z!5 
 
(2-154) 
   Substituting (2-137) into (2-154), we obtain  
 
$0T 
 1,-#   3w,x,y,m

I/ 	3w,x5ym0TI! :;
@@ 4 1! 3w,x5ym0TI!
4 D 1 <8<< V3w,x5ym0TI! W 4 7D 1 sin  <2<7< V3w,x5ym0TI! W!5 
(2-155) 
where inclusion of ∑w,x  has allowed the separate even and odd expressions in (2-154) 
to be written as one expression. Substitution of (2-77) into (2-155) gives, after use of     
(2-115),  
 $0T 
 +,r'#   V	3w,x5ym0TI! £3w,x5ymI! , @!Ww,x,y,m

I/  (2-156) 
where £3w,x5ymI! , @! is given by (2-123) with o replaced by @. The same procedure can 
be applied for calculating t0T. Substituting (2-3) and (2-151) into (2-150) and then doing 
the scalar multiplication, we obtain  
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  0T 
 1' VD',w0T 4 ',x0T 4 7Dg,w0T 4 g,x0T W. (2-157) 
   Substitution of (2-152) and (2-153) into (2-157) gives 
  0T 
 +   	3w,x5ym0TI! YD 1 sin  <¤&,3,5ym
I!
<7 + 7D 1 <¤&,3,5ym
I!
< Zw,x,y,m

I/  (2-158) 
where inclusion of ∑w,x  has allowed each pair of even and odd expressions in (2-158) 
to be written as one expression. Substitution of (2-137) into (2-158) gives  
  0T 
 +   	3w,x5ym0TI! YD 1JK@  <3,5ym
=XI!
<7 + 7D <3,5ym
=XI!
< Zw,x,y,m

I/ . (2-159) 
   Substitution of (2-77) into (2-159) gives  
  0T 
 +   L	3w,x5ym0TI! Vv3w,x5ymI! , @!WMw,x,y,m

I/  (2-160) 
where  is given by (2-115) and v3w,x5ymI! , @! is given by (2-114) with o replaced by n . 
2.6   The derivation of the generalized Mie series coefficients in a radially 
uniaxial sphere 
 
   Consider a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere with radius 	 immersed in an incident x-
polarized time harmonic plane wave traveling in the z-direction as shown in Fig.2.1. 
  O 
 	;­®.¥¯[° 
 	;­®.¥¯[&±' (2-161) 
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 $O 
 	;² 1³ ®.¥¯[° (2-162) 
   The sphere is comprised of permeability µ0, and permittivity tensor of the form. 
  
  %& 0 00 ' 00 0 '(  (2-163) 
where ε0 is the permittivity in air and εr and εθ are the relative electric permittivities 
parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis, respectiv ly. 
   Using the spherical to Cartesian coordinate transformation, the radial component of O 
is given by  
 ´&O 
 sin  cos 7 b®.¥¯[& µxN ' (2-164) 
  The partial derivative with respect to  of [[21], (6-90)] is 
 +, sin  ®¥& µxN ' 
  ,m¶m 2@ 4 1!,m!
a{m ¡J !a . (2-165) 
Since 
ee' {cos ! 
 0 , the summation in (2-165) starts at @ 
 1.  Substituting the 
complex conjugate of (2-165) with  replaced by   into (2-164) gives  
 ´&O 
  ¡J 7,  ,.m
¶
m/ 2@ 4 1!·m!
a{m ¡J !a . (2-166) 
   From [[21], (E-25)],  
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a{m ¡J !a 
 {m/cos ! (2-167) 
and therefore (2-166) simplifies to  
 ´&O 
 ´ cos 7,  ,.m
¶
m/ 2@ 4 1!,m!{m/cos !. (2-168) 
   The radial component of $O also obtains by  
 _&O 
 ´ sin 7,³  ,.m
¶
m/
2@ 4 1!,m!{m/cos !. (2-169) 
   
Fig. 2. 1. A plane wave approaching a uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
   As outlined in previous sections, the incident electric and magnetic fields can be 
expressed as a superposition of TEr and TMr fields. The TEr fields are constructed by 
letting A=0 and ¤ 
 	;&¤& and the TMr fields are generated by  
 	;&& and F=0. Using 
(2-10) and the r-component of (2-89) with & 
 ' 
 1, it can be shown that 
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 ´&I 
 1,-# E <
8<8 4 8F &I  (2-170) 
   Substituting (2-8) and (2-78) into (2-170), &I   is given by  &I 
 	;&7=>I  where [2] 
From (2-14) , (2-76) with K, o, '! 
 K, @, '!,  
 :7=>I  where 
 7=>I 
 #  ,m!{mycos !y,m 	ym=>I! cos h7! 4 	ym=>I! sin h7!! (2-171) 
so that (2-170) becomes 
 
´&I 
 1,-  a
8a8 4 8!·m!!{mycos !y,m 	ym=>I! cos h7!
4 	ym=>I! sin h7!! 
(2-172) 
where 
 ·mk! 
 k,mk! (2-173) 
Substitution of (2-168) into (2-172) leads to 
 V	ym=>I!, 	ym=>I!W 
 	/m=>I!, 0! (2-174) 
And 
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´,88  ,.m2@ 4 1!·m!{m/cos !
¶
m/

 1,-  	/m=>I! a
8a8 4 8!·m!!{m/cos !
¶
m/ . 
(2-175) 
The set of functions 3{m/cos !, @ 
 1,3, … 5 is an orthogonal set so that (2-184) implies 
that 
 
´,88 ,.m2@ 4 1!·m! 
 	/m
=>I!
,-  a
8a8 4 8!·m!! {m/cos ! (2-176) 
with  
 -l# , the solution of (2-185) for 	/m=>I! is 
 	/m=>I! 
 r# ´,
.m2@ 4 1!·m!8 a8a8 4 8!·m!!. (2-177) 
Now, ·m! satisfies (2-147) with ' 
 1 which is 
 YE a8a8 4 8F ·m!Z 
 @@ 4 1!8 ·m!. (2-178) 
Substitution of (2-187) into (2-186) gives  
 	/m=>I! 
 r# ´,
.m2@ 4 1!@@ 4 1!  (2-179) 
In view of (2-173), (2-174), and (2-179), (2-171) becomes, upon use of  
 -l# 
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 7=>I 
 cos 7-³  	m,m!{m/cos !
¶
m/  (2-180) 
 
Where 	m 
 ¥¸ª8m/!mm/! . A similar procedure can be applied to compute 7=XI  using 
¤&I 
 :7=XI  where 
 7=XI 
 sin 7-³  	m,m!{m/cos !
¶
m/  (2-181) 
   The scattered fields representing TMr and TEr waves are constructed using scalar 
potentials 7=>  and 7=X . The forms of 7=>  and 7=X  are similar to (2-180)and (2-181) 
but the radial components are replaced by the Hankel functions of second kind as follows 
 7=> 
 cos 7-  zmm8!!{m/cos !
¶
m/   (2-182) 
 7=X 
 sin 7-³   mm8!!{m/cos !
¶
m/  (2-183) 
where zm and  m are well-known generalized Mie series coefficients and are obtained by 
writing boundary conditions in the interface of the uniaxial dielectric sphere. The Bessel 
and Hankel functions in (2-180)–(2-183) are alternative spherical Bessel and Hankel 
functions which are related to regular Bessel and Hankel functions by (2-96). 
   As suggested in [2] and previous sections, the vector potentials 	;&&S   and 	;&¤&S inside 
the uniaxial sphere are   	;&7=>S  and 	;&7=XS  respectively where 
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 7=>S 
 cos 7-  am,s!{m/cos !
¶
m/  (2-184) 
 7=XS 
 sin 7-³  ®m,m!{m/cos !
¶
m/  (2-185) 
where o and k are given by (2-115) and (2-116). The spherical comp nents of  E and H 
inside and outside the sphere are now given by 
 ´&¹ 
 1,-#¹ E <
8<8 4 ¹8F &¹ (2-186) 
 ´'¹ 
 1,-#¹ <
8&¹<< + 1¹ sin  <¤&
¹
<7  (2-187) 
 ´g¹ 
 1,-#¹ sin  <
8&¹<<7 4 1¹ <¤&
¹
<  (2-188) 
 _&¹ 
 1,-#¹ E <
8<8 4 ¹8F ¤&¹ (2-189) 
 _'¹ 
 1# sin  <&
¹
<7 4 1,-#¹ <
8¤&¹<< (2-190) 
 _g¹ 
 + 1# <&
¹
< 4 1,-#¹ sin  <
8¤&¹<<7  (2-191) 
where the superscript  p=i, s, or t and  ¹ is ' and  for inside and outside the sphere 
respectively. Note that ¹ 
 l'  for inside the sphere and ¹ 
   for outside the 
sphere. The unknown coefficients zm,  m, am and ®m, are now determined by satisfying the 
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boundary conditions which require the continuity of the tangential components of the 
electric and magnetic fields at the boundary surface of uniaxial sphere 
 ´'I 	! 4 ´'	! 
 ´'S 	! (2-192) 
 ´gI 	! 4 ´g 	! 
 ´gS 	! (2-193) 
 _'I 	! 4 _'	! 
 _'S 	! (2-194) 
 _gI 	! 4 _g 	! 
 _gS 	!. (2-195) 
   Applying the boundary conditions of (2-192)–(2-195), one can derive the unknown 
coefficients as follows  
 bP 
 +lε¼J·P¾ ka!J·slε¼ka 4 J·À¾ lε¼kaJ·Pka!lε¼HÂP8!Ãka!J·slε¼ka + J·À¾ lε¼kaHÂP8!ka! aP (2-196) 
 cP 
 +J·P¾ ka!J·Plε¼ka 4 lε¼J·P¾ lε¼kaJ·Pka!HÂP8!Ãka!J·Plε¼ka + lε¼J·P¾ lε¼kaHÂP8!ka! aP (2-197) 
 dP 
 + jlε¼lε¼HÂP8!Ãka!J·slε¼ka + J·À¾ lε¼kaHÂP8!ka! aP (2-198) 
 eP 
 + jHÂP8!Ãka!J·Plε¼ka + lε¼J·P¾ lε¼kaHÂP8!ka! aP (2-199) 
where each prime in the equations represents the derivative with respect to the argument. 
The E and H components can now be obtained by applying (2-196)–(2-199) and (2-180)–
(2-185) to (2-185)–(2-191).  
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Chapter 3   The generalized Debye series in a radially uniaxial dielectric 
sphere 
 
   In this chapter, we examine the electromagnetic plane wave scattering by a uniaxial 
dielectric sphere using the generalized Debye series th ory. With the aim of Debye series 
formulation, the generalized Mie series coefficients are replaced by infinite series of 
partial wave contributions that are diffracted, reflected and refracted following by p-1 
internal reflections in the sphere. In addition to exploring the bistatic Radar Cross Section 
(RCS) of the positive/negative uniaxial dielectric spheres using Lorenz-Mie theory, the 
first three terms of the generalized Debye series ar  investigated and the results are 
applied to improve our understanding of the scattering mechanism from a uniaxial 
dielectric sphere. 
3.1  Introduction 
 
   The majority of materials are anisotropic. Crystals, e.g.,   calcite, sapphire, and stacked 
dielectric layers, [25] are among the materials that are naturally and artificially 
anisotropic. In recent years, the analysis and characte ization of anisotropic materials has 
been a great subject, due to the recent advances in material science, technology and their 
applications in electromagnetic scattering and microwave engineering [2]. Among those 
investigations, scattering of electromagnetic waves by uniaxial dielectric spheres has 
attracted considerable attention due to their cloaking features [26], [27]. Backscattering 
from a uniaxial dielectric sphere was first studied by Wong et. al. [2] using the 
generalized Mie series equation. A significant difference between backscattering in 
uniaxial and isotropic dielectric spheres was reported in his paper. However, as stated in 
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the paper, there is no general rule for scattering by non-absorbing uniaxial dielectric 
spheres and therefore further work in this area wasrequired. The Mie series solution, 
while offering an exact mathematical solution for the scattering problem, fails to provide 
a physical description of the problem. To overcome this difficulty, the Debye series is 
used to investigate scattering from an isotropic dielectric sphere [28]. In addition to 
exploring the bistatic Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a uniaxial dielectric sphere using 
Lorenz-Mie theory, the generalized Debye series is introduced in the second section. It is 
shown that the generalized Mie series coefficients bn and cn are the decomposition of a 
series of partial wave contributions that are diffracted, reflected and refracted following 
by p-1 internal reflections in the sphere [6]. The monostatic and bistatic RCSs are then 
examined for each term of the Debye series, and compared with the isotropic case.  
3.2   Formulation of the generalized Debye series 
 
   In this work, we consider a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere with radius 	 immersed in 
an incident x-polarized time harmonic plane wave traveling in the z-direction as shown in 
Fig.3.1. 
 Í 
 	;­®.¥¯[° 
 	;­®.¥¯[&±' (3-1) 
The sphere is comprised of permeability µ0 and permittivity tensor of the form 
  
  %Æ& 0 00 Æ' 00 0 Æ'(   (3-2) 
where ε0 is the permittivity in air and εr and εθ are the electric permittivities parallel and 
perpendicular to the optic axis respectively.  
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Fig. 3. 1. A plane wave approaching a uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
   The electric and magnetic fields are evaluated by scalar potentials of , , 7! that 
satisfy (2-26) and (2-50). These equations are repeat d here as follows 
 
&' 18 << 8 <=><r ! 4 ÈS8=> 4 8&=> 
 0 (3-3) 
 
18 << 8 <=X<r ! 4 ÈS8=X 4 8'=X 
 0 (3-4) 
where k0=ω/c and  ÈS8
 È8 + /&f & 8 &!. The solutions for the scalar wave equations (3-
3) and (3-4) are (2-76) and (2-78) respectively. The magnetic and electric vector 
potentials are written as 2 
 	&=> and U 
 	&=X and therefore 
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 É&, , 7!F&, , 7!Ë 
  Ì ym#DsÍym'DmÎym {mycos ! É ¡J h7JK@ h7Ë (3-5) 
where o 
 @@ 4 1! 4 / + /8 and Dm  and Ds  are the alternative spherical Bessel or 
Hankel functions of the first and the second kinds of argument l' and are related to 
the regular Bessel/Hankel functions by (2-141) and  is the anisotropy ratio defined by 
 
 . In our notation the spherical Hankel functions of the second and first kinds are 
employed for outgoing and incoming waves respectively. Consider a single incoming 
TM/TE spherical wave with unit amplitude, ym 
 1/Íym 
 1 incident on the uniaxial 
sphere [28], 
 É ¤&, , 7!&, , 7!Ë 
 Ï# Ð _Âm/!!{mycos ! Écos h7sin h7Ë. (3-6) 
   When this partial wave hits the boundary interface at r = a, the TP8/ portion of the 
incident wave is transmitted into the sphere and the remaining portion, RP88, is reflected 
back into the air region as shown in Fig. 3.1. The complete TE and TM waves in the two 
regions are expressed as 
 É&/, , 7!¤&/, , 7!Ë 
 ∑ Ï #'Ð m8/Ï§Ð Ñ_
Âs/!l' _Âm/!l'Òy,m Ó, 7!         r≤a     (3-7) 
 É&8, , 7!¤&8, , 7!Ë 
  Ï# Ð _Âm/!! 4 m88Ï
ÔÕÐ_Âm8!y,m Ó, 7! r Ö a     (3-8) 
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where _Âs/! and _Âm/! indicate the TM and TE spherical incoming waves respectively and 
Ó, 7! 
 {mycos ! Écos h7sin h7Ë. To determine the unknown coefficients m8/ and m88, the 
tangential electric and magnetic f eld boundary conditions are applied.  
   Starting from the TM wave, the tangential electric and magnetic fields can be 
determined by setting F=0 and substituting the magnetic vector potentials A of (3-7) and 
(3-8) into (2-187) and (2-181) as follows 
 ´'/ 
 1,-#' <
8∑ #m8/_Âs/!l'y,m Ó, 7!!<<  (3-9) 
 _'/ 
 1# sin  <∑ #m
8/_Âs/!l'y,m Ó, 7!!<7  (3-10) 
 ´'8  
 1,-# <
8∑ #_Âm/!! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!!y,m Ó, 7!!<<  (3-11) 
 _'8 
 /×[& NOP ' ∑ ×[ØÂªÙ!¯[&!Úªff
ÔØÂªf!¯[&!©,ª Û',g!!g . (3-12) 
   Writing the boundary conditions at the interface of the uniaxial sphere yields 
 ´'/ 
 ´'8|&Ý (3-13) 
 _'/ 
 _'8|&Ý. (3-14) 
   Substituting (3-9)–(3-12) into (3-13) and (3-14) give 
 
1' <
8m8/_Âs/!l'	Ó, 7!!<	<

 <8_Âm/!	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!	!Ó, 7!!<	<  
(3-15) 
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<m8/_Âs/!l'	Ó, 7!!<7

 <_Âm/!	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!	!Ó, 7!!<7 . 
(3-16) 
   Equations (3-15) and (3-16) imply that 
 
1l' m8/_Âs/!¾l'	 
 _Âm/!¾	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!¾	! (3-17) 
 m8/_Âs/!l'	 
 _Âm/!	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!	! (3-18) 
where each prime in (3-17) indicates the partial derivative with respect to the argument of 
the Hankel function. Multiplying (3-17) by _Âm8!	! and (3-18) by _Âm8!¾	! give 
 
1l' m8/_Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	!

 _Âm8!	! _Âm/!¾	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!¾	! 
 
 
(3-19) 
 m8/_Âs/l'	_Âm8¾	!  
 _Âm8¾	!_Âm/!	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!	!. (3-20) 
   Subtracting  
 
(3-19) from (3-20) yields 
 
m8/ _Âs/l'	_Âm8!¾	! + 1l' _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	!

 _Âm8!¾	!_Âm/!	! + _Âm8!	!_Âm/!¾	!. 
(3-21) 
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   Using the Wronskian relationship, the right hand side of (3-21) is simplified to -2j and 
we find that the transmission coefficient m8/Ô of the TM wave is 
 m8/Ô 
 2,l'+lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs/!l'	 4 _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	!. (3-22) 
   Substituting (3-22) into (3-17), we find that 
 
+_Âm8!¾	!_Âm/!	! 4 _Âm8!	!_Âm/!¾	! _Âs/!¾l'	+lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs/!l'	 4 _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	!

 _Âm/!¾	! 4 m88Ô_Âm8!¾	! 
 
 
 
(3-23) 
which yields 
 m88Ô 
  lε¼_Âm/!Ã	!_Âs/!l'	 + _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm/!	!+lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs/!l'	 4 _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	!. (3-24) 
   The same procedure can be applied to calculate the transmission and reflection 
coefficients corresponding to the TE wave. Setting A=0 and substituting the electric 
vector potentials F of (3-7) and (3-8) into (2-187) and (2-190) yield 
 ´'/§ 
 + 1εε¼ sin  < 
∑ εε¼m8/§  _Âm/!l'y,m Ó, 7!<7  (3-25) 
 _'/§ 
 1,-#εε¼ <
8 ∑ εε¼m8/§  _Âm/!l'y,m Ó, 7!<<  (3-26) 
 ´'8§ 
 + 1ε sin  < 
∑ ε_Âm/!! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!!y,m Ó, 7!<7  (3-27) 
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 _'8§ 
 1,-#ε <
8 ∑ ε_Âm/!! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!!y,m Ó, 7!<< . (3-28) 
   Writing the boundary conditions at the interface of uniaxial sphere yield 
 ´'/§ 
 ´'8§|&Ý (3-29) 
 _'/§ 
 _'8§|&Ý. (3-30) 
   Substituting (3-25)–(3-28) into (3-29) and (3-30) give 
 
< m8/§  _Âm/!l'	Ó, 7!<7

 < _Âm/!	! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!	!Ó, 7!<7  
(3-31) 
 
 
<8 m8/§ _Âm/!l'	Ó, 7!<	<

 <8 _Âm/!	! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!	!Ó, 7!<	a  
 
 
 
(3-32) 
   Integrating (3-31) over 7 and (3-32) over  yield 
 m8/§  _Âm/!l'	 
 _Âm/!	! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!	! (3-33) 
 l'm8/§  _Âm/!¾l'	 
 _Âm/!¾	! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!¾	! (3-34) 
where each prime in (3-34) indicates the partial derivative with respect to the argument of 
the Hankel function. Multiplying (3-33) by _Âm8!¾	! and (3-34) by _Âm8!	! give 
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m8/§  _Âm/!l'	_Âm8!¾	!  

 _Âm8!¾	! _Âm/!	! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!	! 
 
 
(3-35) 
 
l'm8/§ _Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!	!  

 _Âm8!	! _Âm/!¾	! 4 m88Õ_Âm8!¾!. 
 
 
(3-36) 
   Subtracting (3-35)from (3-36) yields 
 
m8/§ l' _Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!	! +
 _@10	_@2′0	=_@20	_@1′0	+_@2′0	_@10	 
(3-37) 
   Using the Wronskian relationship, the right hand side of (3-37) is simplified to 2j and 
we find that the transmission coefficient m8/Õ of the TE wave is 
 m8/Õ 
 2,+_Âm8!Ã	! _Â @1!l0	 4 lε¼ _Â @1!′l0	_Âm8!	!. (3-38) 
   Substituting of the solution of (3-37) for m8/Õ into (3-33) yields 
 m88Õ 
 _Âm/!Ã	!_Âm/!l'	 + lε¼_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!	!+_Âm8!Ã	!_Âm/!l'	 4 lε¼_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!	! (3-39) 
 
The same procedure can be applied for the shadow boundary by assuming an incident 
outgoing TE/TM wave of unit amplitude hits the boundary interface at r=a in Fig. 3.1. 
The m/8 portion leaves the sphere, and the remaining portion, m// reflects back into it. 
The complete TE and TM waves in the two regions are 
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É&/, , 7!¤&/, , 7!Ë

  Ï #'Ð %Ñ_Âß
8!l'	_Âm8!l'	 Ò . 4m//
ÏÔÕÐ Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	 Ò ( Ó, 7!ym  
(3-40) 
for r≤a    and for r≥a    they are given by 
 É&8, , 7!¤&8, , 7!Ë 
  Ï# Ð m/8Ï
ÔÕÐ_Âm8!!ym Ó, 7! (3-41) 
where _Âm8! and _Âß8! indicate the TE and TM outgoing waves respectively. The two linear 
equations obtained from boundary condition yields the reflected and refracted amplitude 
waves. Starting from the TM wave, the tangential electric and magnetic fields can be 
determined by setting F=0 and substituting the electric vector potentials A of (3-31) and  
 
 
(3-32) into (2-186)–(2-191) as follows 
 
´'/

 1,-#' a
8∑ #_Âß8!l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!l'	y,m Ó, 7!!aa  (3-42) 
 
_'/

 1# sin  a
∑ #_Âß8!l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!l'	y,m Ó, 7!!a7  (3-43) 
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 ´'8 
 1,-# a
8∑ #m/8Ô_Âm8!!ym Ó, 7!!aa  (3-44) 
 _'8 
 1# JK@  a∑ #m
/8Ô_Âm8!!ym Ó, 7!!a7  (3-45) 
   Writing the boundary conditions at the shadow boundary of uniaxial sphere yield 
 ´'/ 
 ´'8|&Ý (3-46) 
 _'/ 
 _'8|&Ý (3-47) 
   Substituting (3-42)–(3-45) into (3-46) and (3-47) give 
 
1' a
8_Âß8!l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!l'	Ó, 7!!aa

 a8m/8Ô_Âm8!!Ó, 7!!aa  
(3-48) 
 
a_Âß8!l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!l'	Ó, 7!!a7

 am/8Ô_Âm8!!Ó, 7!!a7  
 
(3-49) 
   Integrating (3-48) over  and (3-49) over 7 yield 
 
1l' _Âß8!¾l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!¾l'	 
 m/8Ô_Âm8!¾! (3-50) 
 _Âß8!l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!l'	 
 m/8Ô_Âm8!! (3-51) 
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where prime in (3-50)–(3-51) indicates the partial derivative with respect to the argument 
of Hankel functions. Multiplying (3-50) by _Âß/!l'	 and (3-51) by _Âß/!¾l'	 
give 
 
/l _Âß8!¾l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!¾l'	 _Âß/!l'	 

m/8Ô_Âm8!¾!_Âß/!l'	   (3-52) 
 
_Âß8!l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	  

m/8Ô_Âm8!!_Âß/!¾l'	  (3-53) 
   Subtracting (3-52) from (3-53) yields 
 
m/8Ô _Âm8!!_Âß/!¾l'	 +  l'_Âm8!¾!_Âß/!l'	 
 
_Âß8!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	 + _Âß8!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	  (3-54) 
   Using Wronskian relationship, the right hand side of (3-54) is simplified to 2j and we 
found the transmission coefficient of TM wave m/8Ô is 
 m/8Ô 
 2,+lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs/!l' 4 _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	! (3-55) 
   Substituting (3-55) into (3-52) we found 
 
_Âß8!¾l'	 4 m//Ô_Âß/!¾l'	

 2,l'_Âm8!¾!+lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs/!l' 4 _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	! 
(3-56) 
which yields to  
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 m//Ô 
  lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs8!l'	 + _Âs8!¾l'	_Âm8!	!+lε¼_Âm8!Ã	!_Âs/!l'	 4 _Âs/!¾l'	_Âm8!	! (3-57) 
   The same procedure can be applied to calculate the transmission and reflection 
coefficients corresponding to TE wave. Setting A=0 and substituting the magnetic vector 
potentials F of (3-40) and (3-41) into (2-186)–(2-191) yields 
 
´'/§

 + 1εε¼ sin  a 
∑ '_Âm8!l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!l'	 ym Ó, 7!a7 (3-58) 
 
_'/§

 1,-#εε¼ a
8 ∑ '_Âm8!l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!l'	 ym Ó, 7!aa  (3-59) 
 ´'8§ 
 + 1ε sin  a
∑ m/8Õ_Âm8!!ym Ó, 7!a7  (3-60) 
 _'8§ 
 1,-#ε a
8∑ m/8Õ_Âm8!!ym Ó, 7!aa  (3-61) 
   Writing the boundary conditions at the interface of the uniaxial sphere yield 
 ´'/§ 
 ´'8§|&Ý (3-62) 
 _'/§ 
 _'8§|&Ý (3-63) 
   Substituting (3-58)–(3-61) into (3-62)–(3-63) give 
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a_Âm8!l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!l'	Ó, 7!a7

 am/8Õ_Âm8!!Ó, 7!a7  
(3-64) 
 
 
a8_Âm8!l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!l'	Ó, 7!aa

 a8m/8Õ_Âm8!!Ó, 7!aa  
(3-65) 
   Integrating (3-64) over 7 and (3-65) over  yield 
 _Âm8!l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!l'	 
 m/8Õ_Âm8!! (3-66) 
 l' _Âm8!¾l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!¾l'	 
 m/8Õ_Âm8!¾! (3-67) 
where prime in (3-66) and (3-67) indicates the partial derivative with respect to the 
argument of Hankel functions. Multiplying (3-66) by _Âm/!¾l'	  and (3-67) by 
_Âm/!l'	 give 
 
_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!l'	  

 m/8Õ_Âm8!!_Âm/!¾l'	 (3-68) 
 
_Âm/!l'	 _Âm8!¾l'	  4 m//Õ_Âm/!¾l'	  

 1l' m/8Õ_Âm8!¾!_Âm/!l'	 (3-69) 
   Subtracting (3-68) from (3-69) yields 
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_Âm/!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	 + _Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	 
 
m/8Õ  1l' _Âm8!¾!_Âm/!l'	 + _Âm8!!_Âm/!¾l'	 (3-70) 
   Using Wronskian relationship, the left hand side of (3-70) is simplified to -2j and we 
found the transmission coefficient of TE wave m8/Õ is 
 m/8Õ 
 2,l'+_à@2!′0	! _Âm/!l' 4 lεθ _Âm/!¾l'_à@2!0	! (3-71) 
The Fresnel coefficients can be expressed as  
 
m8/ÏÔÕÐ

 2, Élε¼1 Ë+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	 Ò 4 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
 (3-72) 
 
m88ÏÔÕÐ

 É
lε¼1 Ë _Âm/!Ã	! Ñ_
Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò + É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm/!	!
+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	 Ò 4 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
 
(3-73) 
 
m/8ÏÔÕÐ

 2, É
1lε¼Ë
+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	 Ò 4 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
 (3-74) 
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m//ÏÔÕÐ

 É
lε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_
Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò + É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
8!¾l'	_Âm8!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	 Ò 4 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
 
(3-75) 
   To show the equality of Debye and Mie series, we first found the quantity 1 +
@22¤!1+@11¤!+@21¤@12¤ and then divide it to 1+@11¤as follows  
 
1 + m88ÏÔÕÐ!1 + m//ÏÔÕÐ! + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ

 1 + m88 4 m//! 4 m88m//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8 (3-76) 
   The term m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ is written as  
 
m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ 

α8_Âm/!Ã	!_Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âß8!l'	_Âm/!l'	_Âm8!l'	ÒÏãäÐ8
+ αβ_
Âm/!Ã	!_Âm8!	! Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âß8!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	ÒÏãäÐ8  
+ αβ_
Âm/!	!_Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß/¾l'	_Âß8l'	_Âm/¾l'	_Âm8l'	ÒÏãäÐ8  
(3-77) 
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4
β8_Âm/!	!_Âm8!	! æ_Âß/!¾l'	_ç ß8!
¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!¾l'	èÏãäÐ8  
 m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ 
 αé_Âm8	!_Âm/¾! + _Âm8¾	!_Âm/!êÏãäÐ8  
 
* β %Ñ
_Âß8!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò + Ñ
_Âß8!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò(ÏãäÐ8  
(3-78) 
 
where  
 α 
 Élε¼1 Ë (3-79) 
 β 
 É 1lε¼Ë (3-80) 
and 
 
ÏãäÐ 
 + Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	 Ò
4 É 1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	! 
 
(3-81) 
(3-78) can be simplified to 
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m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ 

αβ_Âm8!	!_Âm/!¾! Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	ÒÏãäÐ8  
+ αβ_
Âm8!	!_Âm/!¾! Ñ_Âß8!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	ÒÏãäÐ8  
+ αβ_
Âm8!¾	!_Âm/!! Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	ÒÏãäÐ8  
4 αβ_
Âm8!¾	!_Âm/!! Ñ_Âß8!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	ÒÏãäÐ8  
 
(3-82) 
   Subtracting (3-82) from (3-77) yields 
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m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ

 α
8_Âm/!Ã	!_Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âß8!l'	_Âm/!l'	_Âm8!l'	ÒÏãäÐ8
+
αβ_Âm8!	!_Âm/!¾! æ_Âß8!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	èÏãäÐ8
+
αβ_Âm8!¾	!_Âm/!! æ_Âß8!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	èÏãäÐ8
4
β8_Âm/!	!_Âm8!	! æ_Âß/!¾l'	_ç ß8!
¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm8!¾l'	èÏãäÐ8  
 
(3-83) 
(3-83) is simplified to 
 
m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ

 ÏãäÐ %+α_
Âm/!Ã	! Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò 4 β_Âm/!	! Ñ
_Âß8!¾l'	_Âm8!¾l'	Ò(ÏãäÐ8  
 
(3-84) 
which can also be expressed as  
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m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ

 +α_
Âm/!Ã	! Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò 4 β_Âm/!	! Ñ
_Âß8!¾l'	_Âm8!¾l'	ÒÏãäÐ  
 
(3-85) 
   The term 1 + Lm88ÏÔÕÐ 4 m//ÏÔÕÐM is given by 
 
1 + Lm88ÏÔÕÐ 4 m//ÏÔÕÐM

 D + α %_
Âm/!Ã	! Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò 4 _Âm8!
Ã	! Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò(ÏãäÐ
+ +β %_
Âm/!	! Ñ_Âß/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò 4 _Âm8!	! Ñ
_Âß8!¾l'	_Âm8!¾l'	Ò(ÏãäÐ  
 
(3-86) 
   Adding (3-85) and (3-86) yields 
 1 + Lm88ÏÔÕÐ 4 m//ÏÔÕÐM 4 m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ 
 (3-87) 
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%+α %_Âm/!Ã	! Ñ_Âß/!l'	 4 _Âß8!l'	_Âm/!l'	 4 _Âm8!l'	Ò
4 _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß/!l'	 4 _Âß8!l'	_Âm/!l'	 4 _Âm8!l'	Ò( /ÏãäÐ(
4 β %_Âm/!	! Ñ_Âß/!¾l'	 4 _Âß8!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	 4 _Âm8!¾l'	Ò
4 _Âm8!	! Ñ_Âß/!¾l'	 4 _Âß8!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	 4 _Âm8!¾l'	Ò( /ÏãäÐ 
 
which is simplified to  
 
1 + Lm88ÏÔÕÐ 4 m//ÏÔÕÐM 4 m88ÏÔÕÐm//ÏÔÕÐ + m8/ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ

 +4α·m
¾ 	! Ì·ßl'	·ml'	Î 4 4β·m	! Ì
·ß¾ l'	·m¾ l'	ÎÏãäÐ  
(3-88) 
   The term 1 + m//ÏÔÕÐ is expressed as 
 
1 + m//ÏÔÕÐ

 +2α_Âm
8!Ã	! Ì·ßl'	·ml'	Î 4 2β_Âm8!	! Ì
·ß¾ l'	·m¾ l'	ÎÏãäÐ  
(3-89) 
   Dividing (3-88) over (3-89) yields 
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ÉbPcP Ë

 + É
lε¼1 Ë J·P¾ ka! ÌJ
·slε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ 4 É 1lε¼Ë ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ
¾ J·Pka!
+ Élε¼1 Ë HÂP8!Ãka! ÌJ·slε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ 4 É 1lε¼Ë ÌJ
·slε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ
¾ HÂP8!ka!

 12 ì1 + m88ÏÔÕÐ + m8/
ÏÔÕÐm/8ÏÔÕÐ1 + m//ÏÔÕÐ í

 12 %1 + m88ÏÔÕÐ +  m8/ÏÔÕÐ Lm//ÏÔÕÐM
î./ m/8ÏÔÕÐ¶
î/ (  
(3-90) 
where zm  and  m  are recognized as the well-known generalized Mie serie  
coefficients and are identical to (2-196) and (2-197) respectively. Equation (3-90) 
not only represents the equality of Mie and Debye series but also indicates that the 
Debye series is not an approximate solution and involves a summation of infinite 
reflected, refracted and diffracted waves that are reflected p-1 times in the sphere. 
The bistatic RCS of the uniaxial dielectric sphere characterized by & 
 2 , ' 

2.5  evaluated using Lorenz-Mie theory and the summation of the first eight Debye 
terms is plotted in Fig. 3.2. The results represent a satisfactory agreement between 
two methods and it can be shown that by increasing the number of terms in the 
Debye series, they will be eventually identical. 
   In Fig. 3.3, one can observe that in spite of weak uniaxiality, a significant impact 
on bistatic RCS is achieved and depending on the typ , positive/negative, and the 
angle of observation, the scattering intensity is considerably different when compare 
to the isotropic case. Looking at each individual Debye term in Fig. 3.4 provides a 
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physical insight as to which transmitted, reflected, or refracted rays most greatly 
affect the bistatic RCS of the uniaxial dielectric sphere. 
 
Fig. 3. 2. The bistatic RCS of a uniaxial dielectric sphere calculated using Mie and Debye 
series, 	 
 100 
 
   A comparison of P-rays, Fig. 3.4, for positive uniaxial and isotropic dielectric 
spheres reveals that the uniaxiality has minimum impact on p=0 rays, and the bistatic 
RCS of the both cases are almost identical. Note that p=0 ray, originates from 
geometrical optics reflection and therefore never penetrate into the sphere.  
   For the p=1 ray, the intensity is significantly suppressed for the angles smaller than 40o. 
For the p=2 ray, a considerable improvement is observed on backscattering region and 
the intensity is roughly strengthened up to 10 times compared to the isotropic sphere. 
Therefore, by investigating each individual term of Debye series, one can determine the 
effect of uniaxiality on p-rays and consequently, the observed bistatic RCS differences in 
Fig. 3.3 can be explained.  
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Fig. 3. 3. The comparison between bistatic RCS of positive, negative uniaxial and 
isotropic dielectric spheres, 	 
 10 
 
   The logarithmic polar pattern of the Debye series for the positive uniaxial dielectric 
sphere is plotted in Fig. 3.5. The results indicate that for 	 
 100 the beam width 
corresponding to the p=0 lobe is about 1° and after th  p=0 return, p=1 and 4 rays are the 
next dominant rays in the forward scattering directon respectively. On the other hand, 
p=2, 6 and 0 rays have the maximum intensity on backscattering direction. Knowing 
which terms contribute to the back and forward scattering directions, not only provides a 
physical interpretation of the problem, but also, could be useful in the field of cloaking in 
which reducing the RCS intensity of the objects became a challenge in recent years. 
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Fig. 3. 4. The comparison of the first three terms of Debye series for positive uniaxial and 
isotropic dielectric spheres, 	 
 10 
 
Fig. 3. 5. The logarithmic pattern of the first 8 terms of Debye series for positive uniaxial 
dielectric sphere, 	 
 100 
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3.3  Conclusion 
 
Lorenz-Mie theory offers a general solution for the scattering by uniaxial dielectric 
spheres, but fails to deliver a physical description f the monostatic/bistatic RCS 
differences of the problem when compared to the isotropic sphere. To address the 
problem, this chapter develops the generalized Debye series for a uniaxial dielectric 
sphere. To validate our calculations, we examined the bistatic RCS of uniaxial sphere 
using Lorenz-Mie theory and compared the result with the summation of the first eight 
Debye terms with excellent agreement. By investigatin  he Debye series of a positive 
uniaxial dielectric sphere, not only the causes of bistatic RCS differences of the uniaxial 
and isotropic spheres are identified, but the dominant rays of the back and forward 
scattering directions are recognized.  The results might be of value in the field of cloaking 
of targets in which uniaxial materials are used to egrade the scattering from objects. 
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Chapter 4   High frequency scattering from a radially uniaxial dielectric 
sphere 
 
The high frequency backscattering by a large uniaxial dielectric sphere is presented in 
this chapter. The term high frequency implies ï	 ð 1 where K and a are the propagation 
constant and radius of the sphere respectively. Using the modified Watson transformation 
we transform the slowly convergent generalized Mie series summation for a uniaxial 
dielectric sphere into a rapidly convergent contour integral. The Mie series coefficients 
are replaced by their equivalent Debye series formulations derived in the preceding 
chapter. With the aid of Debye’s asymptotic formula for the alternative Hankel function, 
the contour integral is simplified and then computed using the saddle point method. An 
expression for the high frequency backscattered fiel  is proposed and the monostatic 
radar cross section (RCS) of a large uniaxial dielectric sphere is computed. The high 
frequency backscattering of various lossy uniaxial spheres is investigated and the results 
are then compared with those computed using Lorentz-Mie theory. 
4.1   Introduction 
 
   Many materials exhibit anisotropic characteristics. Crystals, e.g., calcite, sapphire, and 
stacked multilayer dielectric materials are among some of the materials that are naturally 
and artificially anisotropic [25]. In recent years, the analysis and characterization of 
anisotropic materials has been a great subject due to the recent advances in material 
science and technology and their applications in electromagnetic scattering and 
microwave engineering [22]. Among those investigations, the scattering from anisotropic 
dielectric or coated dielectric sphere has attracted significant attention due to their 
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cloaking features [29], [27] and [30]. The exact soluti n of the backscattered field by a 
radially uniaxial dielectric sphere was first studie  by Wong and Chen in [2]. After 
modifying spherical potential wave functions in a radially uniaxial medium, they derived 
the generalized Mie coefficient by applying the boundary conditions at the air-uniaxial 
interface. However, the Mie solution for the isotropic dielectric or coated dielectric 
sphere suffers from slow convergence at high frequencies as reported by many 
researchers [31], [32]. To overcome this difficulty, the Watson method [33] was applied 
to transform the slowly converging Mie series summation into a rapidly converging 
contour integral and high frequency approximation was derived. High frequency solution 
of EM backscattering is of great interest in time domain scattering calculation where it is 
used to approximate the improper Bromwich integral, allowing a significant reduction of 
the computation time [10].  
High frequency scattering of perfectly conducting, dielectric, and coated dielectric 
spheres is well understood. Electromagnetic scattering by a large perfectly conducting 
sphere was first studied by Senior and Goodrich [34]. Inada and Plonus [11] found the 
geometric optics and diffracted field contributions from the isotropic dielectric sphere by 
applying the Debye series and Watson transformation methods to the Mie series solution. 
Weston and Hemenger [35] obtained the asymptotic solution for the backscattered field 
from the coated dielectric sphere by approximating the dielectric portion with an 
equivalent impedance boundary. A high-frequency analysis of EM scattering from a 
conducting sphere coated with a composite material was derived by Kim using the Debye 
series and Watson transformation methods [36].  
Although the majority of dielectric materials are anisotropic, to the best of author’s 
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knowledge the asymptotic solution for the backscattered field from a radially uniaxial 
dielectric sphere has not yet been investigated. In Section 4.2, the generalized Mie series 
is  briefly studied and the modified Watson transformation is used to transform the slowly 
converging Mie series summation into a rapidly converging contour integral. In Section 
4.3, the generalized Debye series for the uniaxial dielectric sphere is introduced and the 
Mie series coefficients are replaced by their equivalent Debye series formulations. 
Applying Debye’s asymptotic formula for the alternative spherical Hankel function, the 
Debye series reduces to a form that can be computed using the saddle point method. An 
approximate formula for high frequency backscattering from the uniaxial dielectric 
sphere is proposed in Section 4.4 and the results are compared with those computed using 
the Lorentz-Mie theory.   
4.2   Mie series and Watson transformation 
 
   Consider a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere with radius 	 immersed in an incident x-
polarized time harmonic plane wave as shown in Fig.4.1, traveling in the z-direction 
where the incident wave is defined by 
 Í 
 	;­®.¥¯[° 
 	;­®.¥¯[&±' . (4- 1) 
 
   The sphere is comprised of permeability µ0, and permittivity tensor of the form 
  
  %Æ& 0 00 Æ' 00 0 Æ'(   (4-2) 
where ε0 is the permittivity in air and εr and εθ are the electric relative permittivities 
parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis respectiv ly.  
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Fig. 4. 1. A plane wave approaching a uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
   Following the backscattering solution of a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere in the 
presence of a plane electromagnetic wave reported in [2], the electric and magnetic vector 
potentials &  and ¤& given by the right-hand sides of (2-173) and (2-174), respectively: 
 & 
 cos 7-  zm_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/  (4-3) 
 
 ¤& 
 sin 7-³   m_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/ . (4-4) 
Substituting (4-3) and (4-4) into (2-177)–(2-179) with the superscript p replaced by s, 
with ' replaced by , and with ¹ replaced by   gives  
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 ´& 
 1,-#  <<8 4 8!cos 7-  zm_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/ ! (4-5) 
 
 
´' 
 1,-# <
8<< Ycos 7-  zm_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/ Z
+ 1 sin  <<7 Ysin 7-³   m_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/ Z 
 
(4-6) 
 
 
´g 
 1,-# sin  <
8<<7 Ycos 7-  zm_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/ Z
4 1 << Ysin 7-³   m_Âm8!{m/cos !
¶
m/ Z 
 
(4-7) 
   Because 
ee' {m/cos ! 
 + sin  {m/Ãcos !, the relationship [21, p.295] Implies that 
 
sin  {m/Ãcos ! 'ñòóôõ +1!m2 @@ 4 1! 
 
(4-8) 
Also [21, p. 245] 
 {m/cos !sin  'ñòóôõ +1!m2 @@ 4 1! (4-9) 
Substituting (4-8) and (4-9) into (4-6) and (4-7) gives the back scattering fields  
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´' 
 1,-# Ycos 7-  zm aa _Âm8! +1!
m2 @@ 4 1!
¶
m/ Z
+ 1 Ycos 7-³   m_Âm8! +1!
m2 @@ 4 1!
¶
m/ Z 
 
(4-10) 
 
 
´g 
 +1,-# Ysin 7-  zm aa _Âm8! +1!
m2 @@ 4 1!
¶
m/ Z
+ 1 Ysin 7-³   m_Âm8! +1!
m2 @@ 4 1!
¶
m/ Z. 
 
(4-11) 
In the field [21, (D-24) and (6-24)], 
 _Âm8! 
 ,m/®.¥¯[& (4-12) 
 
 
aa _Âm8! 
 ,m®.¥¯[& 
 
(4-13) 
 
  L aa8 4 8M _Âm8! 
 +8 4 8,m/®.¥¯[& 
 0 (4-14) 
so that (4-5), (4-10), and (4-11) become 
 ´& 
 0 (4-15) 
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 ´' 
 cos 7 ®.¥¯[&, zm +  m! +1!
m/2 ,m@@ 4 1!
¶
m/  (4-16) 
 
 
´g 
 sin 7 ®.¥¯[&, zm +  m! +1!
m/2 ,m@@ 4 1!
¶
m/ . 
 
(4-17) 
The previous equations are recast as 
 ´ 
 ®.¥¯[&, ö!cos 7 	;' 4 sin 7 	;g!   (4-18) 
 ö! 
 +1!m/@ 4 12!zm +  m	m !
¶
m/  (4-19) 
where 	m 
 ¥¸ª8m/!mm/!  and bn and cn are the well-known generalized Mie series 
coefficients which are defined as follows 
 
ÉbPcP Ë

 + É
lε¼1 Ë J·P¾ ka! ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ 4 É 1lε¼Ë ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ
¾ J·Pka!
Élε¼1 Ë HÂP8!Ãka! ÌJ·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ + É 1lε¼Ë ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ
¾ HÂP8!ka!
aP (4-20) 
where ν 
 @@ 4 1! 4 / + /8  and anisotropic ratio  
  . To overcome the 
difficulties associated with slowly converging Mie series, we employ Watson 
transformation in (4-19). In order to use this method, (4-19) is first modified to sum up 
from n=0. Then the n=0 term is subtracted again from eigen function series solution as 
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follows: 
 ö! 
 12	 z +  ! 4 +1!m/@ 4 12!zm +  m	m !
¶
m  (4-21) 
Because   z +   contains the factor 	, the singularity of  ø[.±[Ý[  caused by 	m not being 
defined at n=0 is removable. 
 Applying the Watson transformation to the infinite s ries in (4-21), we obtain 
 ö! 
 12	 z +  ! + ù ,Jzm +  m!2	mcosJ! aJ±  (4-22) 
where @ 
 J + 1/2 and contour C encloses the positive real axis of the complex s plane 
as shown in Fig. 4.2. The poles of 
øª.±ªÝª  lie in the fourth quadrant of the complex s plane, 
shaded regions in Fig. 4.2.  
Because the closed contour in Fig. 4.2 consisting of C1 , C, and C3, does not encircle any 
poles of 
¥øª.±ª!8ÝªµxNò!, the integral of ¥øª.±ª!8ÝªµxNò! around this closed contour is zero so that 
 
+ ù ,Jzm +  m!2	m cosJ! aJ±

 ù ,Jz +  !2 cosJ! aJ±Ù 4 ù
,Jz +  !2 cosJ! aJ±f
4 ù ,Jz +  !2 cosJ! aJ±ú . 
(4- 23) 
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The integral over C2 vanishes and the integral over the part of C3 over the arc of the half 
circle in the fourth quadrant vanishes [37]–[39] so that the integral over C3 reduces to 
2, ∑ ®JKaû®J aû® ?¡ ?® ü¡ý®J ¡Ó ?® K@?®þ	@a  K@ ?® Ó¡û? û	a	@? . 
Therefore, (4-25) reduces to  
 
+ ù ,Jzm +  m!2	m cosJ! aJ± 
 ù
,Jz +  !2 cosJ! aJ±Ù  
42,  ®JKaû®J aû® ?¡ ?® ü¡ý®J ¡Ó ?® K@?®þ	@a  K@ ?® Ó¡û? û	a	@? 
(4- 24) 
Substituting of (4- 24) into (4-22) gives 
 
ö! 
 12	 z +  ! 4 ù ,Jzm +  m!2	m cosJ! aJ±Ù
4 2,  ®JKaû®J aû® ?¡ ?® ü¡ý®J ¡Ó ?® K@?®þ	@a (4-25) 
The asymptotic high frequency solution for the n=0 term and line integral of path C1 
gives the geometric optics solution for the far backscattered field. The residue series 
represents the creeping wave contribution to the backscattering field. 
In the next section, the general Debye series solution is applied to simplify and then 
calculate the n=0 term along with the line integral associated with path C1. 
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Fig. 4. 2. The contour C, C1, C2, and C3 in the complex s-plane. C1 is the straight line 
close to the imaginary axis. C2 is in  the first quadrant, C3 is in the fourth quadrant. 
C+C1+C2+C3 is a closed contour. 
 
4.3   The formulation of geometric optics backscattering from the uniaxial 
sphere 
 
As illustrated in the previous chapter, the p=0 term in Debye series solution represents 
the contribution due to the reflection from the surface of the sphere and the remaining p-
waves are the contributions arising from P-1 reflection in the sphere [28].  
Using (3-89), we obtain  
 
zm +  m	m 
  4 ¹ 
 
(4-26) 
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where 
   
 12 m88Ô + m88Õ (4-27) 
 
 ¹ 
 + 12 é¹mÔ + ¹mÕê 
 + 12 %Ym8/Ôm/8Ô1 + m//Ô Z + Ym8/
Õm/8Õ1 + m//Õ Z( (4-28) 
Substituting (4- 24) into the integrand of the integral along the path C1 in (4- 23), we 
obtain 
 ù ,Jz +  !2  ¡JJ! aJ±Ù 
  4 ¹ (4-29) 
Where 
  
 ù ,J2  ¡JJ! aJ±Ù  (4-30) 
 
 ¹ 
 ù ,J¹2  ¡JJ! aJ±Ù  (4-31) 
where the  corresponds to the portion of the incident wave that reflects back at the front 
surface of the sphere and ¹ represents the portion of the incident wave that enters the 
sphere and after number of reflections, it reemerges out from sphere. Using the Debye 
asymptotic formulas for the Hankel functions given in [40]–[42] for large argument x and 
index o  k, 
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 _/!k! 
 /8 k JK@ !.Ùf ®¥­Im 	.	 ± 	!.¥
1 4 ¥­ 4 k.8!!  (4-32) 
 
 _8!k! 
 12 k JK@ !./8®.¥­Im 	.	 ± 	!¥ò1 + ,8k 4 k.8!! (4-33) 
 
 _/!Ãk! 
 , JK@  L12 k JK@ M.
/8 ®¥­Im 	.	 ± 	!.¥ò1 + ,924k 4 k.8!! (4-34) 
 
 
_8!Ãk! 
 +, JK@  L12 k JK@ M.
/8 ®.¥­Im 	.	 ± 	!¥ò1 4 ,924k
4 k.8!! (4-35) 
 
where J 
 @ 4 1/2 or J 
 o 4 1/2 where @ 
 0,1,2, … and 
 o 
 + 12 4 r@@ 4 1!! 4 14 (4-36) 
 
 
  ¡J  
 ­.  (4-37) 
And also using (4-33)–(4-36), we obtain 
 
_Â.//88!Ã 	!_Â.//88 	! 
 +,JK@! (4-38) 
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_Â.//8/!Ã 	!_Â.//8/! 	! 
 ,JK@! (4-39) 
With J 
 @ 4 1/2 and KA replaced by lΕKA, (4-38) and (4-39) become 
 
_Âm8!Ãl'	!_Âm8!l'	 
 +,JK@m! (4-40) 
 
 
HÂP/!ÃlΕKA!HÂP/!lΕKA 
 ,sinm! (4-41) 
where   
 cos m 
 @ 4 12l'	 (4-42) 
 
 
_ß8!Ãl'	!_ß8!l'	 
 +,JK@ß! (4-43) 
 
 
_ß/!Ãl'	_ß/!l'	 
 ,JK@ß! (4-44) 
where 
 cos ß 
  4 12l'	 (4-45) 
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Using [21, (D-21)], (4-32) and (4-33), we obtain 
 
_Â.//8/! k!_Â.//88! k! 
 ®8¥­Im 	.	 ± 	!.¥
ò8 L1 + ,4k 4 k.8!M (4-46) 
 
 
_Â.//88! k!_Â.//8/! k! 
 ®.8¥­Im 	.	 ± 	!¥
ò8 L1 4 ,4k 4 k.8!M (4-47) 
   The reflection and transmission coefficients of (3-72)–(3-75) can be expressed as 
follows: 
Multiplying and dividing the numerator and denominator of (3-73) by  /ØÂÙ!l¯[Ý/ØÂªÙ!l¯[Ý and 
then factoring _Âm/!	!out of the resulting numerator and factoring _Âm8!	! our of 
the resulting denominator yield 
 
m88ÏÔÕÐ 
 
Élε¼1 Ë _Âm/!
Ã	!_Âm/!	! + É
1lε¼Ë
_Âß/!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	 
!
"
##$_Âm/!	!

+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!
Ã	!_Âm8!	! 4 É
1lε¼Ë
_Âß/!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	 
!
"
##$_Âm8!	!
. 
 
(4-48) 
Multiplying the numerator and denominator of (3-74) by 
/ØÂªf!¯[Ý! and then factoring 
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Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò out of the resulting numerator and factoring Ñ
_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò out of the 
resulting denominator yield 
 
m//ÏÔÕÐ

 
Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!
Ã	!_Âm8!	! + É
1lε¼Ë
_Âß8!¾l'	_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	 
!
"
##$ Ñ_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò

+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!
Ã	!_Âm8!	! 4 É
1lε¼Ë
_Âß/!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	 
!
"
##$ Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò
 
 
(4-49) 
Using (3-21) and (3-37), we obtain 
 
m8/ÏÔÕÐ

 + Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!
¾	!_Âm/!	! 4 _Âm8!	!_Âm/!¾	!!
+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò 4 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
. 
 
(4-50) 
   Deriving the numerator and denominator of (4-44) by _Âm8!	!  and then factoring 
_Âm/!	!out of resulting numerator and factoring Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò yield 
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m8/ÏÔÕÐ

 É
lε¼1 Ë _Âm/!	!+ _Âm
8!¾	!_Âm8!	! 4 _
Âm/!¾	!_Âm/!	! !

+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!
Ã	!_Âm8!	! 4 É
1lε¼Ë
_Âß/!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	 
!
"
##$ Ñ_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò
 
 
(4-51) 
Using (3-54) and (3-70) we obtain 
 
m/8ÏÔÕÐ

 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
8!l'	_Âß/!¾l'	 + _Âß8!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm8!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	 + _Âm8!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò
+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm8!Ã	! Ñ_Âß
/!l'	_Âm/!l'	Ò 4 É
1lε¼Ë Ñ_Âß
/!¾l'	_Âm/!¾l'	Ò _Âm8!	!
. 
 
(4-52) 
Multiplying the numerator and denominator of (4-52) by  /ØÂÙ!l¯[ÝØÂf!l¯[Ý/ØÂªÙ!l¯[ÝØÂªf!l¯[Ý  and 
then factoring 
 ØÂªf!¯[Ý!ØÂf!l¯[ÝØÂªf!¯[Ý!ØÂf!l¯[Ý 
!
  out of the resulting denominator yeild 
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m/8ÏÔÕÐ 

É 1lε¼Ë
_Âß/!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	 + _Âß
8!¾l'	_Âß8!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	 + _
Âm8!¾l'	_Âm8!l'	 
!
+ Élε¼1 Ë _Âm
8!Ã	!_Âm8!	! 4 É
1lε¼Ë
_Âß/!¾l'	_Âß/!l'	_Âm/!¾l'	_Âm/!l'	 
!
 
. Ñ
_Âß8!l'	_Âm8!l'	Ò_Âm8!	!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4-53) 
Substituting (4-38)–(4-41), (4-43), (4-44), (4-46) and (4-47)into (4-48), (4-49), (4-51) 
and (4-52) give 
 
Ìm88Ôm88Õ Î 
 
% sin  + sinß!% sin  4 sinß!sin  + %sinm!sin  4 % sinm! 
! ®8¥¯[ÝNOP	!.	 µxN 	!.¥ò8 
. 1 + ,4	 4 	!.8! 
 
 
 
 
(4-54) 
 Ìm//Ôm//Õ Î &



sin ß + % sin JK@ ß 4 %JK@!. ®8¥'¯[ÝNOP	!.	 µxN 	!.¥ò8+sin  4% JK@ m%JK@ m 4 JK@ . ®8¥'¯[ÝNOP	ª!.	ª µxN	ª!.¥ò8
 
!
 
(4-55) 
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 Ìm8/Ôm8/Õ Î 
 
 2% JK@ % JK@  4 JK@ ß2 JK@ JK@  4 % JK@ ' 
! _Âm/!	!
Ì_Âß/!%	!_Âm/!%	!Î
 
(4-56) 
 Ìm/8Ôm/8Õ Î 
 
 2 JK@ ß% JK@  4 JK@ ß2% JK@ 'JK@  4 % JK@ ' 
! Ì_Âß8!%	!_Âm8!%	!Î_Âm8!	!  (4-57) 
where  % 
 l'. Combining (4-27) and (4-54),  of (4-30) can be written as   
  
 ù ,J% sin  + sinß!% sin  4 sinß!  +  sin  + Nsinm!sin  4% sinm!)!Ó/	! 4 cosJ! aJ
.¶
.¶
 
(4-58) 
Equation (4-28) is expressed as  
 Γ¹ 
 12 Γ¹Ô + Γ¹Õ! (4- 59) 
Where 
 ¹Ô 
 m8/Ôm/8Ô1 + m//Ô!./ (4- 60) 
 
 ¹Õ 
 m8/Õm/8Õ1 + m//Õ!./ (4- 61) 
Substituting of (4- 59) into (4-31) gives 
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 ¹ 
 ù +,JΓ¹Ô + Γ¹Õ 4 cosJ! aJ
.¶
.¶
   
(4-62) 
WhereÓ/	! 
 1 + ¥¯[Ý 4 	!.8!, and )! 
 ®8¥¯[ÝNOP	!.	 µxN	!.¥
f    and 
Substituting (4-55)–(4-57) into (4- 60) and (4- 61) gives  
 
¹Ô 
 4% JK@  JK@ ß% JK@  4 JK@ ß!8 ,{ß! 1
+ sin ß + % sin JK@ ß 4 %JK@! , {ß!./)!Ó/	! (4-63) 
 
¹Õ 
 4% JK@  JK@ mJK@  4 %JK@ m!8 ,{m! 1
+ +sin  4 % JK@ m%JK@ m 4 JK@  ,{'!./)!Ó/	! (4-64) 
where {k! 
 ®.8¥'¯[ÝNOP+!.+ µxN+! . Expressing cos J 
 /,f-
8,-
  and  . 

2	sin! +  cos ! 4 J, the integrals in (4-58) and (4-62) are expressed in a form 
that can be computed using the saddle point method. The conditions .¾ 
 /0|  and 
.¾¾ 
 / 8¯[Ý0yield the saddle point of s=0 and after applying the saddle point technique, 
we obtain 
  
 12
23% + 1 4  + 14%	!8% 4 1 4  + 14%	!8 4
% + 1% 4 145
56 ®¥8¯[Ý2 Ó/	! ù J®
¥f¯[Ý1 4 ®¥8ò¶.¶ aJ (4-65) 
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 ¹ 
 12 Γ¹Ô + Γ¹Õ!®¥8¯[ÝÓ	! ù J®
¥f¯[Ý1 4 ®¥8ò¶.¶ aJ (4-66) 
 
¹Ô 
 4%1 4  + 14%	!8E% 4 1 4  + 14%	!8F8
 
. ,®.8¥¯[Ý'f
Ú./¯[Ý!f . √/.Ú8¯[Ý  ±¸Ù√/.Ú8'¯[Ý!
1 + , 1 4  + 14%	!8 + %1 4  + 14%	!8 4 % ®
.8¥¯[Ý'f Ú./¯[Ý!f . √/.Ú8¯[Ý  ±¸Ù√/.Ú8'¯[Ý!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4-67) 
 ¹Õ 
 4%% 4 1!8 ,®.8¥'¯[Ý1 + ,% + 1% 4 1 ®.8¥'¯[Ý (4-68) 
   The solution of the integrals in (4-65) and (4-66) is obtained using Scott’s method 
[43]. Setting û 
 +2,J and 7 
 ¥òf¯[Ý  the integral can be expressed as follows [11]: 
 ù û®.89f1 4 ®.9 aû 
 +,28	 + 86 + ,78240	 4 	!.8! (4-69) 
   Substituting (4-69) into (4-65)–(4-66) gives 
  
 ,	4 12
23% + 1 4  + 14	!8% 4 1 4  + 14	!8 4
% + 1% 4 145
56 ®¥8¯[Ýþ	! 
(4-70) 
 ¹ 
 ,	4 éΓ¹Ô + Γ¹Õê®¥8¯[Ýþ	! (4-71) 
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where þ	! 
 1 + ¥¯[Ý 4 	!.8! . Setting AR=1, (4-70) and (4-71) reduce to 
front and rear axial returns reported in [11]. 
The @ 
 0 term of (4-25) can be treated in the same procedure.  Replacing terms a0 nd 
b0 by their equivalent Debye series, the equation can be approximated using Debye 
asymptotic formulas, and after some tedious but straightforward algebra we obtained 
 
12 z +  ! 
 + ,4 ®¥8¯[ÝÓ	! 122
23% + 1 4  + 14%	!8% 4 1 4  + 14%	!8 4
% + 1% 4 1
4 éΓ¹Ô + Γ¹Ôê
455
56
 
(4-72) 
Substituting (4-70)–(4-72) into (4-25), the backscattered fields are expressed as 
 
´ 

.¸,;¯[& ì'./
Ô<¸Ù=;[>!f'/ Ô<¸Ù=;[>!f 4
'./'/í 	!þ	! 4 Ó/	!®¥8¯[Ýécos 7 	;' 4
sin7	7    
(4-73) 
 
´¹ 
 .¸,;¯[& éΓ¹Ô + Γ¹Õê	!þ	! 4 Ó	!®¥8¯[Ý écos 7 	;' 4
sin7	7  (4-74) 
where ´  and ´¹  represent the total front and back axial backscattered fieleds 
respectively. For the fixed values of 	  and ' , (4-73) suggests that 
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increasing/decreasing the anisotropic ratio leads to the backscattering field 
reduction/enhancement at high frequencies. However inc easing 	  degrades the 
uniaxiality effect and for large values of 	 the backscattering eventually reduces to 
isotropic case reported in [11]. To show the accuray of the proposed equation, we 
compared the high frequency monostatic RCS of the lossy uniaxial dielectric spheres 
with those computed using Lorentz-Mie theory. The normalized monostatic RCS of the 
lossless case characterized by ' 
 10 , & 
 20  calculated by Lorentz-Mie theory is 
depicted in Fig. 4.3. However, the plot does not converge at high frequencies due to the 
peaks and nulls generated by the interference of the internal partial waves.  
   For lossy dielectric sphere, these oscillations do not persist and the solution converges 
at high frequencies [10]. The monostatic RCS of the lossy uniaxial dielectric sphere with 
 
 0.2, 0.5 and 0.75  is shown in Figs. 4.4. The results indicate that te backscattered 
field of the lossy uniaxial sphere converges as frequency increases and is equal to high 
frequency formula derived in (4-73).    
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Fig. 4. 3. The monostatic RCS of lossless uniaxial dielectric sphere  
 
Fig. 4. 4. The monostatic RCS of the lossy uniaxial d e ectric sphere with  
  0.2, 0.5 
and 0.75 
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4.4   Conclusion 
 
   High frequency backscattering by a uniaxial dielectric sphere in the presence of a plane 
electromagnetic wave is presented in this paper. The generalized Debye series for a 
uniaxial sphere is introduced and it is shown that e generalized Mie series coefficients 
can be written in terms of infinite partial waves that are reflected, refracted or diffracted 
after a number of reflections in the sphere. An approximate solution for high frequency 
backscattered field is proposed in a form convenient for numerical computation. The 
results reveal that the uniaxiality influences the high frequency backscattered fields and 
increasing anisotropic ratio of the uniaxial sphere could reduce the geometric optics 
portion of the backscattered field. This could be of value in the field of cloaking of 
targets where uniaxial dielectric coating is used to suppress the scattering from various 
objects. High frequency monostatic RCS of lossy uniaxial spheres are studied and 
compared with those calculated using Lorentz-Mie theory. The results are confirmed by 
good agreement between the proposed formula and the Mie series solution at high 
frequencies. 
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Chapter 5   Transient Electromagnetic Scattering by a Radially 
Uniaxial Dielectric Sphere: The Generalized Mie and Debye Series 
Solutions 
 
   In this chapter a theoretical study is carried out to determine the scattering of a 
transient electromagnetics wave by a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere. This is achieved 
by inverse Laplace transformation of the frequency domain scattering solution. To 
improve understanding of the scattering mechanism fro  a uniaxial dielectric sphere two 
different frequency domain solutions are employed. In the first approach, the impulse and 
step responses of a uniaxial dielectric sphere are evaluated by the Mie series solution. 
Following the high frequency scattering solution of a large uniaxial sphere, the Mie series 
summation is split into high frequency (HF) and low frequency terms where the HF term 
is replaced by its asymptotic expression allowing a significant reduction in computation 
time of the numerical Bromwich integral. In the second approach, the generalized Debye 
series solution is introduced and the generalized Mie series coefficients are replaced by 
their equivalent Debye series formulations. The results are then applied to evaluate the 
transient response of each individual Debye term allowing the identification of impulse 
returns in the transient response of a uniaxial sphere.  The effect of variation in 
permittivity on the arrival time as well as amplitudes of each impulse return is studied 
and the results are compared with those computed using the Mie series solution. The 
numerical results obtained from both methods are in complete agreement. 
5.1   Introduction 
 
   The electromagnetic plane wave scattering process from a dielectric sphere has been an 
attractive subject over the past few decades. A rigorous solution for this problem was first 
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developed by Lorenz and Mie in the form of an infinite series of partial wave 
contributions [44] and [2]. Although the solution is exact, it does not allow for 
construction of a physical model of the scattering process. However, this difficulty is 
partially resolved by introducing other methods e.g., ray tracing and Debye series 
solution. By the means of the Debye series formulation, each of the Mie series scattered 
wave amplitudes, bn and cn, is decomposed into a series of partial wave contributions that 
are due to rays which are diffracted, reflected and refracted. The ray characterized by its 
value of P in Fig. 5.1 has undergone P-1 internal reflections inside the sphere. 
 
Fig. 5. 1. A plane wave approaching a uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
Investigating each individual term of the Debye series can improve our understanding 
of complex scattering processes e.g., the mechanisms causing the atmospheric optical 
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phenomena such as primary/secondary rainbow, corona and glory [5], as well as the 
deformation of intricate ripples in the curve associated with the bistatic RCS of the 
dielectric sphere in Fig. 5.2, [45]. 
However, there are a number of scattering problems that cannot be examined by Debye 
series in the frequency domain such as the separation of geometrical wave contributions 
that belong to the same term of the Debye series and scattering angle but travel along 
different path lengths as shown in Fig. 5.3. These typ s of problems have been solved by 
time domain approach where a short electromagnetic pulse is incident upon the sphere 
and the delay time is measured for each individual reflected ray [6]–[7]. 
In recent years, considerable attention has been given to the transient response of various 
bodies of revolution [4] and [46]. Perhaps the first attempt to calculate the time domain 
response waveform in the radar scattering context was that of Kennaugh who estimated 
the impulse response of the field scattered from a perfectly conducting sphere using an 
extremely simple approximation [8]–[9]. Aly and Wong [10] obtained the transient 
response of a dielectric sphere using a high frequency scattering approximation. They 
have shown that the high frequency asymptotic form of the frequency domain 
representation can be applied beyond a certain point of the contour of the inverse Laplace 
transformation integral which results in a significant reduction of computation time. 
Rheinstein [12] investigated the time domain backscattering by perfectly conducting and 
dielectric spheres illuminated by modulated pulse trains. Using the Fourier series method 
the scattering of transient EM wave was estimated and various returns were observed in 
his solutions. However, his achievements were not fully understood due to employing 
Lorenz-Mie theory which provides no physical interpr tation of the scattering 
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mechanisms.   
 
Fig. 5. 2. Bistatic RCS of uniaxial dielectric sphere calculated using Mie series, and 	 
 100 [45] 
 
To overcome this difficulty, Lock and Laven [6]–[7] estimated the signature of various 
scattering processes from an isotropic dielectric sphere using the Debye series 
formulation. This allows the calculation of only a single term of the Debye series at each 
time rather than the entire Mie series time domain solution which leads to the 
identification of each individual return in the transient scattering response of the 
dielectric sphere. 
   Although the majority of dielectric materials are anisotropic, to the best of our 
knowledge, the transient response of a uniaxial dielectric sphere using the Mie/Debye 
series has not yet been investigated. In this chapter, the generalized Mie series solution 
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along with the high frequency approximation from a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere is 
briefly studied. Using the inverse Laplace transformation and the Mie series-asymptotic 
combination method [10], the impulse and step respon es of a radially uniaxial sphere are 
calculated in the Second 5.2. In the Section 5.3, the generalized Debye series for the 
uniaxial sphere is introduced and the results are applied to evaluate the impulse response 
of each individual term of the Debye series.  
 
Fig. 5. 3. Pictorial representation of p=1 wave, Shortcut wave 
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5.2   Mie Series and Watson transformation 
 
   Consider a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere with radius 	 immersed in an incident x-
polarized time harmonic plane wave as shown in Fig. 1, traveling in the z-direction where 
the incident wave is defined by 
  ? 
 	;­®.¥¯[° 
 	;­®.¥¯[&±' (5-1) 
   The sphere has permeability µ0, and permittivity tensor 
  
  %& 0 00 ' 00 0 '( (5-2) 
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and εr and εθ are the relative permittivities 
parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis, respectiv ly.  
   Following the backscattering solution of a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere in the 
presence of a plane electromagnetic wave derived in Chapter 4, the far-field components 
are given by 
  @ 
 ®.¥¯&, ö!cos 7 	;' 4 sin 7 	;g! (5-3) 
 
 ö! 
  +1!m/2 ,m@@ 4 1!zm +  m!
¶
m/  (5-4) 
where bn and cn are the well-known generalized Mie series coefficients for TMr and TEr 
waves, respectively, and defined as follows 
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ÉbPcP Ë

 + É
lε¼1 Ë J·P¾ ka! ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ 4 É 1lε¼Ë ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ
¾ J·Pka!
Élε¼1 Ë HÂP8!Ãka! ÌJ·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ + É 1lε¼Ë ÌJ
·Àlε¼kaJ·Plε¼kaÎ
¾ HÂP8!ka!
aP (5-5) 
where aP 
 ¥¸ª8m/!mm/!    
 @@ 4 1! 4 / + /8 and the anisotropic ratio AR is defined 
by  
 . The backscattering transient response  ?! can be evaluated from (5-1) and 
(5-3) using the inverse Laplace transformation 
  ?! 
 12, ù  J!®SaJA¥¶A.¥¶  (5-6) 
Where J! is given by 
  J! 
  @J! ?J! (5-7) 
Substituting (5-1) and (5-3) into (5-7) and calculating the backscattering direction 
( 
 7 
 ) gives 
  J! 
 ∑ +1!m/,m@@ 4 1!zm +  m!¶m/ 2J/   (5-8) 
Where J 
 ,- and c is velocity of light. Equation (5-8) can be express d as 
  ?! 
 12, ù ∑ +1!m/,m@@ 4 1!zm +  m!¶m/ 2J  . 	  ®
Sa	J/ !A¥¶A.¥¶  (5-9) 
Introducing the normalized variables of  JB 
  4 ,-!	/  and ? B 
 ? B+ &± ±Ý (5-9)can be 
written as 
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   C? B! 
 12, ù ∑ +1!m/,m@@ 4 1!zm +  m!¶m/ 2JB ®BSBaJBA¥¶A.¥¶  (5-10) 
where C, JB! represents the normalized backscattered field and r is the distance from 
origin to the observation point and  represents the loss associated with the dielectric 
sphere. 
   The Bromwich integral of (5-10) is determined by numerical techniques such as FFT, 
Simpson method, etc. However, the computation time can be substantially reduced by 
employing the asymptotic representation in high frequency region [10]. According to the 
Aly and Wong’s method, the integral in (5-10) is written as the summation of integrals 
over high and low frequency regions as follows: 
 
   C? B! 
 12, ù ¤JB!®BSBaJBA.¥∆EA.¥¶ 4 ù ¤> JB!®BSBaJBA¥∆
E
A.¥∆E
4 ù ¤JB!®BSBaJBA¥¶A¥∆E  
(5-11) 
where ¤>  corresponds to the generalized Mie series solution and ¤ represents the 
asymptotic expression in a high frequency region. The convergence result of (5-11) relies 
on the choice of ∆E . For the uniaxial sphere, we found that ∆E
 30  is adequate and 
increasing this value has no more influence on transient scattering response of the 
uniaxial sphere. Adding and subtracting the term F ¤JB, !®SBaJBA¥∆EA.¥∆E  from (5-11), the 
transient scattering response is expressed as 
 
   G@ , ? B! 
 ù ®SB¤> JB! + ¤JB!!aJB 4 H./¤JB!!A¥∆EA.¥∆E  (5-12) 
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where H./  denotes the inverse Laplace transform operation and can be calculated 
analytically. 
   Following the high frequency scattering approximation for a radially uniaxial dielectric 
sphere proposed in [47], the generalized Mie series summation is replaced by a rapidly 
converging contour integral using the modified Watson transformation. The solution is 
then split into the geometric optics and diffracted field contributions. The coefficients 
associated with the geometric optics portion are replaced by their equivalent Debye series 
formulation. The results are simplified and then computed using the saddle point method. 
An expression for the high frequency backscattered fiel  is proposed as follows 
 ¤>B JB, ! 
 + 14 12
23% + 1 4  + 14%0	!2% 4 1 4  + 14%0	!2 4
% + 1% 4 145
56 ®8NEþJ! 
(5-13) 
where % 
 l'  and  
   and þJ! 
 1 + JB!./! . For the choice of  ∆C
 30  , 
(5.13) can be approximated as  
 ¤> JB, ! I + 12% + 1% 4 1 ®8NE (5-14) 
 
   Substituting (5-14) into (5-12), we obtain 
 
  ´', ? B! 
 ù ®S¤> JB, ! + ¤JB, !!aJB +    12% + 1% 4 1 7? B4 2! A¥∆EA.¥∆E  (5-15) 
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where the second term of (5-15) displays the contribution of the geometrical optics 
portion. The integral of (5-15) is carried out using umerical techniques with the limits 
determined by asymptotic solution. The transient response of the isotropic and uniaxial 
dielectric spheres characterized by ' 
 10 , & 
 10 and 35 for the first four returns are 
plotted in Fig. 5.4. 
 
Fig. 5. 4. Transient scattering from isotropic and u iaxial spheres using the Mie series 
solution 
 
The main features of the transient response from istropic sphere are already identified in 
[10]. As observed, the first return from isotropic and uniaxial spheres due to paraxial rays 
reflected from the front surface of sphere, geometrical optics reflection (GO), appears at 
? B 
 +2. The optical path of all other returns will be referenced to this return. After GO 
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return, the second impulse from isotropic/uniaxial sphere arrives at ? B 
 . This return 
accounts for the arrival of the exterior creeping waves which originate from the incident 
rays traveling along the exterior surface of the sphere. Comparing the signature of 
isotropic sphere with that of obtained from uniaxial sphere reveals that the arrival time of 
the surface waves has weak dependence on the uniaxiality. However, the energy coupled 
to these waves is found to be a strong function of & as well as ' [10]. As observed in 
Fig. 5.5, the amplitude of the exterior creeping waves reduces/strengthens with 
increasing/decreasing & for a fixed value of '. 
The third and fourth returns from isotropic sphere a generated by short cut and upper 
apex waves respectively as shown in Fig. 5.6, and their arrival time can be expressed as 
[10] 
 ? B± 
 2l' + 1 4 E + 2 cos./ 1l'F (5-16) 
 
 ? B9Ý 
 4l' + 2 (5-17) 
   The shortcut and upper apex waves are also replicated as negative and positive smeared 
impulse returns from the uniaxial sphere respectively but their magnitudes are degraded 
when compared to those obtained from the isotropic s here. However, there are some 
unknown returns in the response of positive/negative uniaxial sphere arriving after/before 
shortcut and upper apex waves. By varying &, we found that the arrival time of shortcut 
and upper apex waves are not sensitive to anisotropy, but depending on the type of 
uniaixality the location of unknown waves move forwa d/backward along time axis 
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which concludes the strong dependency of unknown waves to the variation of & . 
However, there is no general rule of characterizing the unknown returns in terms of the 
arrival time, the magnitude and origin of these waves, using Mie series solution. 
Therefore further studies are required to improve our understanding of unknown waves. 
 
Fig. 5. 5. The effect of & variation on creeping wave 
 
   The transient response of uniaxial dielectric sphere in the presence of other incident 
fields such as short electromagnetic pulse, step excitation, ramp excitation, etc. can now 
be evaluated by convolution theorem. The step response of a uniaxial and isotropic 
spheres characterized by '=10, &=35 and 10 are depicted in Fig. 5.7. It is observed that 
several positive/negative jumps appear in the step response of uniaxial as well as 
isotropic spheres accounting for the arrival of geom trical optics, shortcut and upper apex 
waves, respectively [10]. It is of interest to note that there are some additional positive 
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and negative jumps appear at ? B=8 and 12.6. These jumps are corresponding to unknown 
returns that appear in impulse response of uniaxial sphere.    
 
Fig. 5. 6. Pictorial representation of shortcut andupper apex waves 
 
   In order to identify the unknown returns and provide a physical interpretation of the 
problem, the generalized Debye series for uniaxial sphere is introduced in the next 
section and this method is applied to characterize each individual return that appears in 
transient response of uniaxial sphere. 
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Fig. 5. 7. Impulse and step responses of isotropic and uniaxial sphere 
 
5.3   The transient scattering response of the uniaxial sphere using 
generalized Debye series solution 
 
To improve our understanding of the scattering process from uniaxial dielectric sphere, 
the transient response of a uniaxial sphere is evaluated using Debye series solution. This 
can be achieved by replacing the Mie series coeffici nts of (5-5) by their equivalent 
Debye series summation of (3-90) and evaluating the transient response of each 
individual term of Debye series using numerical techniques. This leads to the 
identification of each individual return in the transient response of uniaxial dielectric 
sphere rather than the entire Mie series time domain solution. 
   The first three terms of the generalized Debye serie  are depicted in Fig. 5.8. The 
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sphere is characterized by '=10, &=35, and E=0.07. Except for P=0 wave, two impulse 
returns for each internally reflected wave of order P are observed in backscattered 
direction confirming the birefringency phenomenon in the uniaxial medium. This 
suggests the existence of ordinary and extraordinary w ves in the transient response of 
the uniaxial dielectric sphere. 
   For P=1, the ordinary wave (O-wave) represents the shortcut wave appearing in the 
isotropic sphere response and arrives at 6.5 whilst extraordinary wave (E-wave) arrives at 
8. The time delay between these returns is initially due to the possible velocity and 
shortcut path differences of E- and O-waves.  
 
Fig. 5. 8. The first three terms of Debye series for a uniaxial sphere characterized by '=10, &=35 
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   For P=2, the O-wave appears at 10.65 which is ident cal to the arrival time of upper 
apex waves by ray tracing theory in (5-17) whilst the E-wave appears at 12.6. 
   The uniaxial sphere is characterized by ' =10 and & =2, 15, 25, 35, and 50. By 
increasing  & , the arrival time of E-wave returns is significantly increased whilst 
variation of & has no influence on the arrival time of O-wave return which is equal to 
? B=6.65. These results were also observed earlier in the transient response of the uniaxial 
sphere using Lorentz-Mie theory. Note that increasing & reduces the E-wave amplitudes 
and has a small effect on O-wave amplitudes. The results are summarized in Table 5.1. 
 
Fig. 5. 9. The effect of & variation on P=1–2 E-waves 
 
   It is also of interest to note that the E-wave retu ns arrive before O-wave returns with 
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relatively larger amplitude when sphere is negative uniaxial & J '. This implies that the 
velocity and traveling path associated with E-waves in negative uniaxial sphere are 
faster/shorter when compared to the positive uniaxial case. 
TABLE 5.1 
The arrival time of the first three impulse returns for various & values 
 
5.4   Conclusion 
 
   The scattering of a transient electromagnetic wave by a radially uniaxial dielectric 
sphere is evaluated using two well-known methods: Lorenz-Mie theory and Debye series 
formulation. In the first approach, the time domain scattering by a uniaxial dielectric 
' 
 
& 
  
P=0 Arrival Time 
P=1 Arrival Time P=2 Arrival Time 
O-Wave E-Wave O-Wave E-Wave 
10 2 -2 6.65 4.1 10.65 10.3 
10 10 -2 6.65 6.65 10.65 10.65 
10 15 -2 6.65 7 10.65 11.2 
10 25 -2 6.65 7.6 10.65 12.1 
10 35 -2 6.65 8 10.65 12.6 
10 50 -2 6.65 8.1 10.65 13.2 
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sphere is computed using the Mie series solution and the results are compared with those 
obtained for the isotropic dielectric sphere. Except for some unknown waves, the impulse 
returns of isotropic sphere are replicated in the response of the uniaxial dielectric sphere. 
However, the Mie series solution does not provide any physical interpretation of the 
problem and subsequently the characteristics of unknown returns were not fully 
understood using this method. To overcome this difficulty, the generalized Debye series 
for the uniaxial sphere is introduced and the results are applied to study each individual 
term in the Debye series. This allows the identification of unknown returns observed in 
the Mie series solution. The results confirm the bir fringency phenomenon in the uniaxial 
sphere and unknown returns are equivalent to extraordinary waves. The effect of & 
variation on P=1–2 waves are also investigated. 
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Chapter 6   Transient Electromagnetic Scattering by a Radially 
Uniaxial Dielectric Sphere: Ray Tracing Theory 
 
   Ray tracing theory for a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere illuminated by an incident 
beam of parallel rays is presented in this paper. Rflection and transmission of plane 
waves obliquely incident on the spherical interface b tween air-uniaxial is briefly 
examined and the general formulations for phase velocities as well as the refractive 
indices of the ordinary and extraordinary waves propagating in a birefringent medium are 
investigated. The ray tracing method is implemented for both ordinary and extraordinary 
rays and the results are applied to evaluate the propagation paths and arrival times of the 
shortcut and upper apex wave returns appearing in the transient scattering response of a 
uniaxial dielectric sphere. The effect of the variation in relative permittivity on the arrival 
times of P=1 waves is studied and the results of the ray tracing method are compared with 
those computed using Mie and Debye series solutions with good agreement. 
6.1   Introduction 
 
   The process of electromagnetic scattering by isotropic and nonisotropic dielectric 
spheres has been an attractive subject over the past few decades. A rigorous EM 
scattering solution by an isotropic dielectric sphere is introduced in [1].  Wong and Chen 
[2] developed a generalized Mie series scattering solution for the anisotropic dielectric 
sphere by deriving the spherical potential wave functio s in a radially uniaxial sphere and 
computing the scattering wave coefficients in the uniaxial-air boundary surface. Although 
the Mie series solution is exact, the lack of constructing a physical model of the scattering 
process along with its computational complexity limits the application of this method on 
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describing the mechanisms causing many optical phenom a such as primary/secondary 
rainbow, corona and glory. These difficulties were partially resolved by introducing the 
Debye series method for plane wave scattering by an isotropic dielectric sphere [5]. 
According to this method, the Mie series coefficients can be represented by an infinite 
series of partial wave contributions that are diffracted, reflected and refracted following 
by p-1 internal reflections in the sphere as shown in Fig. 6.1. This procedure was also 
applied to a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere by deriving the magnetic and electric 
vector potentials both inside and outside the sphere and calculating the generalized 
Fresnel coefficients at the air-uniaxial boundary interface of the sphere in [45]. However, 
there are a number of scattering problems that cannot be examined by a frequency 
domain solution of the Mie and Debye series methods and consequently, other powerful 
methods such as time domain representations of the Mie and Debye series solutions were 
introduced.  
The time domain response waveform in the radar scattering context was first 
introduced by  Kennaugh who estimated the impulse re ponse of the field scattered from 
a perfectly conducting sphere using an extremely simple approximation [8] and [9]. Aly 
and Wong [10] obtained the transient response of a dielectric sphere using a high 
frequency scattering approximation. This problem was also studied by Lock and Laven 
[6] and [7] using the Debye series formulation. This allowed the identification of each 
individual impulse return observed in the transient r sponse of a dielectric sphere. 
The transient scattering response of a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere for the first 
four impulse returns was also studied by authors using Lorentz-Mie theory in [48]. The 
result revealed the presence of some unknown returns in the transient response of the 
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uniaxial sphere arriving after/before shortcut and upper apex waves. To characterize the 
unknown returns, the problem was investigated using the Debye series method. It was 
shown that two impulse returns appear for each internally reflected wave of order P 
confirming the birefringency phenomenon in the uniaxial sphere. Although the Mie and 
Debye theories were successful in describing several particular features of the transient 
EM scattering by the uniaxial sphere, lack of a simple graphical computation for 
determining the features of impulse returns, e.g., arrival time, travel path, velocity, 
refractive index, etc., required the ray tracing modeling in the uniaxial dielectric sphere. 
   In the past, ray tracing has been frequently used to describe many complex scattering 
problems. In 1637, Descartes used ray tracing to understand the formation of primary and 
secondary rainbows [49].  Newton subsequently extended the theory to explain the colors 
of the rainbow. Laven [4] applied ray tracing along with the Debye series solution to 
compute the arrival time of each individual ray of order P in the transient response of the 
isotropic dielectric sphere and proposed a simple description of the formation of optical 
phenomena such as glory and corona.  Ray tracing was also studied for an anisotropic 
plane parallel plate by Simon in [50]. This was achieved by computation of the reflection 
and refraction wave angles in the air-anisotropic and nisotropic-air boundaries in [51]. 
Although ray tracing cannot match the accuracy of Mie and Debye theories, it remains a 
valuable tool because it can provide intuitive explanations of many features of the field 
scattered by a sphere without requiring the use of complicated mathematics. 
To improve our understanding of the impulse returns ob erved in the transient response 
of the uniaxial dielectric sphere, ray tracing in the uniaxial sphere is introduced in this 
dissertation. In the following section, the generalized Snell’s laws for the air-uniaxial and 
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uniaxial-air boundaries of the sphere are briefly studied and general formulas for velocity 
and refractive indices of ordinary and extraordinary waves are derived. Ray tracing for 
ordinary and extraordinary wave returns of order P=1 are investigated in the Section 6.3 
and the results are applied to propose general formulations for computing the arrival 
times of extraordinary and ordinary waves in the uniaxial sphere. The results are 
validated by good agreement between Mie, Debye, and r y tracing methods. 
6.2   Waves and Rays in a birefringent medium 
 
Consider a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere with radius 	 immersed in an incident x-
polarized time harmonic plane wave traveling in the z-direction where the incident wave 
is defined by 
  ? 
 	;­®.¥¯[° 
 	;­®.¥¯[&±' 
(6-1) 
   The sphere has permeability µ0 and a permittivity tensor of the form 
  
  %& 0 00 ' 00 0 '( (6-2) 
where ε0 is the relative permittivity in the air and εr and εθ are the relative permittivities 
parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis respectiv ly. The EM wave in the air region is 
modeled as a beam of parallel rays incident on the sphere as shown in Fig. 6.1. Each 
individual ray is characterized by its impact factor b. The central ray in Fig. 6.1 is 
denoted by b=0, whilst z 
 1.  represent the edge rays tangential to the top and bottom of 
the dielectric sphere respectively. 
When an incoming ray encounters the interface of the uniaxial sphere at r=a, two rays, 
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namely, ordinary and extraordinary waves propagate inside the sphere and after a number 
of reflections, they are transmitted out of the sphere. The solution of the Maxwell 
equations in a radially uniaxial sphere yields two possible phase velocities as follows [51] 
 û¾ 
 û 
(6-3) 
 û¾¾ 
 û8 4 û8 + û8!KÂ. :;!8 
(6-4) 
where û¾ and û¾¾ are the velocities of the ordinary and extraordinary rays respectively.  
û8 
 /×[[, û8 
 /×[[ and S is the unit vector normal to the wave front. It is of interest 
to note that the value of û¾¾ varies between û and û. For K L : and K M : this value is 
equal to û and û  respectively whilst the velocity of the ordinary wave û¾ is constant 
and independent of the wave propagation direction. 
Following the constitutive relationship of the principal E and H components in this 
medium, the electric field components of the ordinary wave ¾  and ¾  lie in a plane 
perpendicular to the optic axis. Therefore the unit vectors representing the wave 
propagation S and energy flow   of the ordinary wave are in the same direction as 
shown in Fig. 6.2.  
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Fig. 6.1. A plane wave approaching a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
 
Fig. 6.2. Wave and ray in a radially uniaxial sphere 
 
   The extraordinary wave however is linearly polarized by both ¾¾ and ¾¾ perpendicular 
to the unit vector S but these components are no longer in the same direction. As a result, 
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the directions of wave propagation S and energy flow NO are not parallel and the angle 
between them is given by [51] 
 ³ 
 q cos./ @8 4 @8 + @8! cos  8l@ 4 @ + @!cos ! (6-5) 
where the positive/negative sign refers to negative/positive uniaxiality and  is the angle 
between unit normal vector S and optic axis r as shown in Fig. 6.2. A ray velocity is also 
defined in [51] due to the optical path difference of the wave and energy flux (ray) as 
follows 
 ¾¾ 
 û¾¾cos ³ (6-6) 
6.3   Reflection and refraction in the air-uniaxial boundary of the uniaxial sphere 
 
We define a local coordinate system ¾ + ¾  with origin located at the point of ray 
incidence on the boundary surface of the uniaxial sphere. The ¾ axis is parallel to the 
radius of the sphere at the point of incidence and the ¾ + ¾ plane is assumed to be the 
plane of incidence in our local coordinate system.  
Consider a linearly polarized plane wave with a unit vector of K? normal to the incident 
wave front where I is the incident angle as shown in Fig. 6.3. We denot  by K:, KP, and 
KO  the unit vectors normal to the reflected wave front and refracted wave fronts of the 
ordinary and extraordinary waves where & is defined as the reflected wave angle, and  
and  are the refracted angles of the ordinary and extraordinary waves respectively. NP  
and NO, are also defined as the unit vectors normal to the ordinary and extraordinary ray 
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fronts. Writing the electric and magnetic field boundary conditions at the air-uniaxial 
interface and applying the phase matching conditions, we found 
 K?.G¾ 
 K:.G¾ 
(6-7) 
 
1û KP.G¾! 
 K?.G¾! (6-8) 
 
1¾¾ KO.G¾! 
 K?.G¾! (6-9) 
where the first equation is recognized as Snell’s law and the second and third equations 
are known as the generalized Snell’s law [51].  
 
Fig. 6.3. Incident wave approaching the air-uniaxial interface 
 
   Note that KO.G¾ 
 sin  where where  is shown in Fig. 6.3. Applying (6-3)–(6-5) to 
(6-7)–(6-9),  and  for a given I are expressed as 
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 sin I 
 @ sin  
(6-10) 
 sin I 
 %¾¾ sin  
(6-11) 
where @ 
  /û, @ 
  /û  and c is the speed of light and %" 
  /û" which can be 
written as follows: 
 
%" 
 @@l@8 4 @8 + @8! ¡J8 . 
 
(6-12) 
Substituting (6-12) into (6-11) gives 
 cos  
 l@8@8 + @8 sin8 Il@8@8 4 @8 + @8! sin8 I 
 
(6-13) 
or 
 
sin  
 @ sin Il@8@8 4 @8 + @8! sin8 I . 
 
(6-14) 
 
6.4    Internal reflection in the uniaxial-air boundary interface of a uniaxial 
sphere 
 
Following the reflection and transmission in the boundary of uniaxial-air media 
reported by Simon [51], four possible internal reflection cases in the boundary surface of 
the uniaxial dielectric sphere should be considered 
1. The incident and reflected waves are ordinary (O-O wave)  
2. The incident wave is ordinary and reflected wave is xtraordinary (O-E wave) 
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3. The incident wave is extraordinary, and the reflected wave is ordinary(E-O wave ) 
4. The incident and reflected waves are both extraordina y (E-E wave) 
6.4.1   The incident and reflected waves are ordinary 
 
Let uo be the phase velocity of the incident and reflected waves and let So and KP¾  be the 
unit vectors normal to the incident and reflected wave fronts in Fig. 6.4. Applying the 
phase matching conditions of the tangential electric fields yields 
  KP.G¾û 
 KP¾ .G¾û  (6-15) 
which implies that  and ¾  are identical. 
 
Fig. 6.4. The incident and refracted waves are ordinary in a uniaxial-air boundary surface 
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6.4.2  The incident wave is extraordinary and reflected wave is ordinary  
 
We define KO  and NO  as the unit vectors normal to the incident wave and ray fronts 
respectively and û¾¾ , ¾¾ as their corresponding phase velocities in Fig. 5. KP¾  and û¾  are 
also employed as the unit vector normal to the reflected wave and its phase velocity 
respectively. Applying the boundary conditions gives 
 
KO.G¾û¾¾ 
 KP¾ .G¾û¾  (6-16) 
 
Substituting (6-4) into (6-16) and deriving the angles correspond to KO. :¾ and KP¾ . :¾, 
the (6-16) becomes 
 %¾¾ sin  
 @ . sin ¾  
(6-17) 
 
Fig. 6.5. The incident and reflected waves are extraordinary and ordinary respectively 
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Therefore, ¾ for a given  is found by the following equation 
6.4.3   The incident wave is ordinary and reflected wave is xtraordinary: 
 
We denote by No and uo the refractive index and velocity of incident ordinary wave and 
by KO¾   and û¾  the refractive index and phase velocity of the reflected extraordinary wave 
in Fig. 6.6.  
 
Fig. 6.6. The incident and reflected waves are ordinary and extraordinary respectively 
Applying the boundary condition at the uniaxial-air boundary, we found 
 @ sin  
 %¾¾ sin ¾  
(6-19) 
 
sin ¾ 
 @l@8 4 @8 + @8! ¡J8 
 
(6-18) 
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where  and ¾  are the incident and reflection angles respectively. Equation (6-19) can 
be written as 
or 
 sin ¾ 
 @ sin l@8 4 @8 + @8! sin8  (6-21) 
 
6.4.4   The incident wave is extraordinary and reflected wave is 
extraordinary: 
 
Using the phase matching condition in the boundary interface of the uniaxial sphere, 
we obtain 
 %¾¾ sin  
 %¾¾ sin ¾  
(6-22) 
where  and ¾  are incident angle and reflection angles shown in Fig. 6.7. Equation (6-
22) implies that incident and reflection angles in this case are identical. 
 cos ¾ 
 l@8 + @8 sin8 l@8 4 @8 + @8! sin8  (6-20) 
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Fig. 6.7. The incident and reflected waves are bothex raordinary 
 
6.5   Waves and rays propagating in a radially uniaxial sphere 
 
Using the results obtained in the previous section, he ray tracing for the shortcut waves 
in a radially uniaxial sphere is evaluated. Our investigations reveal that unlike other types 
of uniaxial media, the extraordinary wave and ray pths no longer propagate on a straight 
line when traveling in a radially uniaxial sphere due to the continuous variation of the 
angle between wave propagation and optic axis, e.g.@!, h!, ! in Fig. 6.8 
Consequently the energy flux and wave propagation travel on plane curves, which 
depending on the type of uniaxiality, positive/negative, are concave /convex curve toward 
the center of the sphere. 
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To determine the wave and ray paths corresponding to the extraordinary wave, the 
propagation path is split into N equal sections and introducing a fictitious boundary 
between each segments, the sphere is divided into small dielectric rings as shown in Fig. 
6.9.  
 
Fig. 6.8. Extraordinary wave and ray in a uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
   Assuming negligible variation of    and ³  over the sections, the rings can now be 
characterized by electric permittivity tensor of  but different optic axis directions, e.g., 
:¾1! , :¾2! , :¾3!  in Fig. 6.9. Starting from the incident point of each ray on the 
boundary surface of air-uniaxial, the refraction angle is obtained using (6-13) or (6-14) 
where the incident angle is acquired by I 
 ò8 z in which b represents the impact factor. 
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Using (6-5) the angle between  ¾¾  and ¾¾  of the first segment is computed and by 
updating the wave and ray paths in the first section, they are now preserved as the 
incident wave and ray for the second medium, m=2. The same procedure is applied to 
determine the refraction angle as well as the angle between ¾¾  and ¾¾  of the next 
segments. Applying boundary conditions on the fictitious interfaces, the refraction angles 
of the segments are given by 
 
KOh!.G¾h!û¾¾h! 
 KOh 4 1!.G¾h 4 1!û¾¾h 4 1!  (6-23) 
where m represents the segment number and KO (m) and :¾h!  are the unit vectors 
normal to the wave fronts and fictitious boundaries of the mth segment respectively. 
Substituting (6-4) into (6-23) and deriving the angles corresponding to KOh!.G¾h! 
and KOh 4 1!.G¾h 4 1!, (6-23) becomes 
 sinh! 4 8h!!l@8 4 @8 + @8! ¡J8h! 
 sin  h 4 1!l@8 4 @8 + @8! ¡J8h 4 1! (6-24) 
where h! 4 8h! and h 4 1! are the incident and refraction angles at the 
boundary of m–m+1 media respectively and  
 8h! 
 tan./ kh 4 1! + kh!Rh 4 1! + Rh! (6-25) 
where (x(m), z(m)) are the Cartesian coordinates of the points on the wave propagation 
path. Using (6-24) the refraction angle of the m+1 medium is expressed by 
 
 cos h 4 1!

 r@8 ¡J8h! 4 @8cos8h! 4 8h! +  ¡J8h!!@8 + @8 + @8!cos8h! 4 8h!! +  ¡J8h!! . 
(6-26) 
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Fig. 6.9. Updating the wave and ray propagation path by dividing the propagation path 
into N equal segments 
6.5.1   The travel time of the shortcut waves in the backscattering direction 
 
   Following the ray tracing theory in the isotropic dielectric sphere, the shortcut wave 
(P=1) comes from the incident tangential rays whose impact parameters are z 
 1. . By 
traveling along the surface of dielectric sphere, these rays enter the sphere at the lit-
shadow boundary region by critical angle. After crossing the dielectric sphere, they 
tangentially emerge on the other side of the boundary surface and regenerate the surface 
waves as demonstrated in Fig. 6.10.   
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Fig. 6.10. The two possible examples of p=1 rays in uniaxial dielectric sphere 
 
   In the uniaxial sphere, however, two shortcut waves namely ordinary and extraordinary 
propagate in the sphere and it is found that they ar  not necessarily generated by incident 
tangential rays. As shown in Fig. 6.11, the incident ray generating the backscattered 
shortcut wave varies by & values. It is of interest to note that the incident a gle of these 
rays in the negative and weak positive uniaxial sphere is still the same as for the isotropic 
sphere and is equal to 
ò8. However, larger values of &  significantly reduce the angle of 
the incident ray generating the back scattered shortcut wave as summarized in Table 6.1. 
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Fig. 6.11. Incident angle versus scattering angle of the shortcut waves 
Table 6.1 
The incident and scattering angles of the shortcut wave in various uniaxial spheres 
' & Incident angle 
(Degree) 
scattering Angle 
(Degree) 
10 2 90 180 
10 4 90 180 
10 6 90 180 
10 8 90 180 
10 10 90 180 
10 12  90 180 
10 14 90 180 
10 16 84 180 
10 18 71.5 180 
10 20 66 180 
10 22 59 180 
10 24 52 180 
10 26 48 180 
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The effect of variation in & on the wave and ray paths is shown in Fig. 6. 12 and Fig. 
6. 13. It is found that, by increasing/decreasing the value of & , the curvature of the 
extraordinary wave and ray grow rapidly and therefore the path lengths corresponding to 
the extraordinary wave and ray increase accordingly. However, this variation has no 
influence on the ordinary wave path length and as aresult the arrival time corresponding 
to these waves does not depend on the value of &. 
For the ordinary wave, the ray and wave propagate in the same direction and therefore 
their arrival time for the back scattering direction is identical and expressed as [10] 
 ? B 
 2l' + 1! 4  + 2 cos./S!! 
(6-27) 
where the first and second terms represent the travling time of shortcut and surface wave 
respectively and S 
 sin./ 1/@ . However, the arrival times of the extraordinary 
waves/rays are no longer identical to those of the ordinary waves. By varying the relative 
permittivities of the uniaxial sphere, we found that the arrival time of the extraordinary 
ray is extremely sensitive to both & and '. 
   Using the Cartesian coordinates of N points on the extraordinary wave and ray paths 
and assuming a negligible phase velocity variation along each segment, the normalized 
arrival time of the extraordinary backscattered waves whose incident angle is 
ò8 can be 
derived by 
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? B





 Ttan./ R&%!k&%!T
4  %¾¾h!'y/ cos ³h! l∆k&8h! 4 ∆R&8h!,                      k&%! J 02 4 Ttan./ k&%!R&%!T
4  %¾¾h!'y/ cos ³h! l∆k&8h! 4 ∆R&8h!,                       k&%! U 0
/ (6-28) 
where the first and second terms are associated with the surface and shortcut wave 
travel times respectively, ∆k&h! 
 k&h 4 1! + k&h! ,   ∆R&h! 
 R&h 4 1! +R&h!, where (k& (m), R& (m)) are the Cartesian coordinates of the points on the ray path 
and %¾¾h! and ³h! are determined by (6-4)– (6-5). Note that ? B 
 ±Ý ? and it can also be 
determined by the geometrical path along the normal wave front. Using the relation 
between  û¾¾ and ¾¾ in (6-6) and knowing that 
 cos ³h! 
 l∆k8h! 4 ∆R8h!l∆k&8h! 4 ∆R&8h! (6-29) 
(6-28) can also be expressed as 
 ? B 




 Ttan./ R%!k%!T
4  %¾¾h!'y/ l∆k8h! 4 ∆R8h!,                      k%! J 02 4 Ttan./ k%!R%!T
4  %¾¾h!'y/ l∆k8h! 4 ∆R8h!,                       k%! U 0
/ 
(6-30) 
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where each term in the summation of (6-30) represents the travel time along a segment of 
the wave path and (x(m), z(m)) are the Cartesian coordinates of the points on the wave 
path. For high positive uniaxiality where the backscattered shortcut wave is generated by 
incident wave with impact parameter of |z| J 1, the normalized arrival time can be 
expressed as  
 ? B 
 + cos I 4  %¾¾h!'y/ cos ³h! l∆k&8h! 4 ∆R&8h! (6-31) 
or 
 ? B 
 + cos I 4  %¾¾h!'y/ l∆k8h! 4 ∆R8h! (6-32) 
where  I is the incident angle of the wave generating the backscattered shortcut wave. 
 
Fig. 6. 12. The shortcut wave and ray in various negative uniaxial spheres (solid line 
represents the wave propagation path and dotted lin is ray path) 
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Fig. 6. 13. The shortcut wave and ray in various poitive uniaxial spheres (solid line 
represents the wave propagation path and dotted lin is ray path) 
    
To validate (6-28)–(6-32), the arrival times of the P=1 ray for different values of & are 
evaluated for N=2300 and compared with those computed sing Mie and Debye series 
theories with good agreement as summarized in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2 
The Arrival Time of the Shortcut Wave for various & values 
 
' 
 
& 
P=1 Mie and Debye series Methods P=1 Ray tracing Method 
O-Wave E-Wave O-Wave E-Wave 
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10 2 6.65 4.11 6.65 4.10 
10 3 6.65 4.78 6.65 4.81 
10 4 6.65 5.33 6.65 5.31 
10 5 6.65 5.63 6.65 5.66 
10 6 6.65 5.91 6.65 5.94 
10 7 6.65 6.18 6.65 6.17 
10 8 6.65 6.37 6.65 6.35 
10 9 6.65 6.54 6.65 6.51 
10 10 6.65 6.65 6.65 6.65 
10 12 6.65 6.85 6.65 6.86 
10 14 6.65 7.04 6.65 7.04 
10 16 6.65 7.23 6.65 7.26 
10 18 6.65 7.32 6.65 7.36 
10 20 6.65 7.51 6.65 7.55 
10 22 6.65 7.60 6.65 7.61 
10 24 6.65 7.61 6.65 7.62 
10 26 6.65 7.69 6.65 7.68 
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6.6  Conclusion 
 
   Ray tracing theory for a radially uniaxial dielectric sphere is implemented in this paper. 
The phase velocities as well as the refractive indices of the ordinary and extraordinary 
waves and rays in a radially birefringent medium are b iefly studied and the results are 
applied to evaluate the arrival times and propagation paths of the shortcut wave returns. 
The effect of the variation in relative permittivites on the properties of these returns is 
investigated and it is found that the extraordinary wave and ray no longer propagate on a 
straight line when traveling in a radially uniaxial medium. The curvature of the 
extraordinary wave and ray paths grow rapidly with increasing/decreasing  & indicating 
increased/decreased path lengths of the extraordinary w ve and ray. The angle of the 
incident ray whose scattering angle is in the backward direction is computed for various 
dielectric constants and its travel time is computed and compared with that obtained 
using Mie and Debye series solutions with satisfactory agreement. 
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